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PART I
CHAPTER I
STATEIENT OF THE PROBLEM
The aim of any American Histcry course all educators and most lay-
men will agree is the making of better citizens; citizens not for a staid
and motionless republic but fcr a changing one; citizens who can adapt
themselves by sifting the grains of past history to collect those principles
that can be used profitably for the solutions of the problems of the present
and future*
The first idea is aptly stated by Professor John J. Mahoney when
he wrote:
The most ia^jortant business of the American public school is that
of making good American citizens. It may turn out scholars. It may
produce successful men of business. It may educate for culture. It
may make it possible for its graduates to make a better living. These
and other things it may do - and yet possibly fail. The real test of
its accon^lishmenb is the kind of citizen it furnishes the republic.
The second idea is equally well stated by Nicholas Murray Butler £/
of the good American Citizen Kriien he wrote:
He will watch the rise and fall of peoples; the struggle of human
ambition, greed and thirst for power; the loves and hates of men and
women as these have affected the march of events; the migration of
peoples; the birth, development, and application of ideas; the records
of human achievenent in letters, in the arts, and in science; the
speculations and the beliefs of men as to iriiat lies beyond the horizon
of sense, with a view to seeking a firm foundation for the fabric of
his own knowledge and of his own belief.
-i/John J. Mahoney, For Us The Living
.
Boston Harper and Brothers,
1945. VII
2y^Henry Johnson, Teaching of History
.
New York Macmillan Company,
1940 VII (Preface written by Nicholas Murray Butler)
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\It lias with these viewpoints in mind that the writer at the end of
his first year of teaching Anerican Histcry to students of a Junior High
School in Connecticut re-exaained his course and atteispted to evaluate it
in terms of concrete gain on the part of the students*
To do this in the most systematic way possible a list of ten
questions was asked and the course was examined in the light of these
questions* They were:
1* Has one of the objectives been citizenship training?
2. Were individual differences effectively provided for?
5* Was the wcrk of such nature that stimulation could be gained
by the student thus creating
A* A liking for the subject?
B* A desire to know more about American History through later
reading and study in the student's leisure time?
4* Did the students have an effective guide? The main points
this question concerned itself idt h were;
A. Did the guide show each student specifically idiat was
expected of him?
B* Was the guide so constructed that future work and
assignments could be seen by the student?
C* Was the guide something he coulii keep?
5* Did the guide prwide for individual work, group work and
wcrk of a varied nature?
6* What facilities beside a textbook had they been tau^t to use?
7* What organized material did the students possess as their own
at the end of the school year with the view to:
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A. Continuing the study of American History at their leisure
time?
B* Securing a foundation for Senior High School American
Histoiy?
8. Had the course helped to teach them to think about the
problems of our country and of the world?
9. What if anything had been done to aid the student in applying
past history to present day problems?
10« Had tbe course helped the studerts to:
A* Orgaiize material?
B* Recognize source material (primary and secondary) from
retold facts?
C* Form opinions of past and present problems?
D* UnderStaid the qualities of good and bad leadership?
£• Recognize the iu^iortait role of ”himself” as a contributor
to history?
F* Make conparisons of one peiiod idth another?
The conclusion reached after a post examination of the course
with the above ten questions in mind was, that while varying degrees of
success had been obtained in securing positive answers to the above
questions, the degree of success was not great enough to let the course
be taught in a similar manner the following year.
In seeking a remedy, two possible solutions were investigated.
The first was a workbook and the second, and ultimate answer, was a
notebook.
It would not be ethical or logical to dismiss the workbook without
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4at least stating ihy it was discarded* Few Tiould dispute the statement
that workbooks, properly constructed and used can serve to great advantage
in an American History class regardless of the grade level or the abilities
of the studeits* The mere fact that so many are published seems to indicate
that their approval has been secured by thousands of teachers*
Bess Goodykoontz^'^in a stucfy of the uses of Workbooks found that
eight publishers had available 454 different workbooks* This figure takes
on real meaning Then the return from one publishing house stated that
11 per cent of the total sales consisted of woricbooks*
Ernest Horn ^ indicates a similar use of the workbook when he
wrote:
The flood of workbooks published in the last few years constitutes
the most striking trend in the production of institutional equipment*
Thus their wide usage and rspid growth cannot be passed over*
Many educators have high praise f cr them and believe that they are a
necessary item in instruction*
Wesley ^states that skillfully used they provide for individual
differences and act as a guide to the students.
"y Goodykoontz, Bess, “Current Uses and Effects of Workbooks,”
Curriculum Journal
.
6:30-35, April 22, 1935.
y Horn, Ernest, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies.
Part XV, Report of Commission on the Social Studies, American Historical
Association, New York: Scribner's, pp.220,
y Wesley, Edgar, Teaching the Social Studies . Boston: D* C*
and CoQ^>aiy, 1942, p* 652*
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5McGuire ^believes they "have a unique contribution to make in
the learning process."
Elliott ^definitely believes that desirable character traits
can be built by their use, an opinion that the writer does not nholly
agree with. To the writer character traits are developed through thought
processes and in the majority of workbooks the lack of problems that
wDu^d develop such traits was one of the principle reasons why the notebook
that acconqpanies this r^ort was used instead of a workbook.
Branom ^in considering the use of woricbooks in the field of the
Social Sciences states:
If good workbooks are used intelligently by pupils, they aid the
pupil in studying. Workbooks tend to make the work more definite,
they guide the pupil in his study, and they are rfben useful for drill,
review, and testing. They aid in indi^ddual instruction aid help to
make a pupil more independent in his study. Many of the exercises in
a workbook are similar to those which the teacher would have his
pupils naturally do. The questions, problems, and exercises are in
printed form so that the pupil may use them whenever there is a need.
If workbooks are not used it is often necessary to give many questions
and problems orally to the pupils, or write them on the blackboard.
Workbooks save time for Ihe teacher aid pupils.
What Mr. Branom says is subject to debate on several points.
The writer will agree that they aid a student in studying but he
questions the wrorthwhileness of such study. It would seem that one of
the objectives of matarial that is learned through studying should give
the pupil a firmer foundation as regards his development of the thinking
^ McGuire, £. "Teacher, Pupil and Workbook," School Executive
Magazine
,
Volumn 54, October 1934, pp. 46-47.
2/ Elliott, A. "This Workbook Craze," The School Exectuve .
51:58, September 1931.
^ Branom, F. K. The Teaching of the Social Studies in a Changing
World
.
New York: W. H. Sadia: Inc., 1942.
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process* Copying key yrords from the textbook into a workbook requires
little thought and consequently the student's ability to think is not
further developed by that particular type of work*
The writer also fails to see how the workbook tends to make a stu-
dent more independent* In the vast majority of cases pupils have little
or no chance of selecting material and hence become more dependent than
independent* Recopyirg a textbook or seeking out key words is a far cry
from ^plying facts already learned to actual situations* It is true
that many workbooks do contain problems but their numbers for the most
part are small.
Real learning can be developed far faster irtien as many of the
five senses are used as possible* In the case of a workbook only the
sense of si^t is being used* It seems plausible that if the sense of
hearing were added and if the sense of sight were used in a different
manner; namely through explanations on the part of both teacher and pupils,
and written work on the blackboards, the learning process wouH be greatly
speeded up and with improved lasting benefits*
Few would object to the statement that workbooks save time for
the teacher and pupils. Is the time saved, however, worth the cost of
unnatural learning situations? The writer doubts it*
Not all educators hold to the theory that workbooks are a vital
part of an American History course or any course*
Tryon 1/is opposed to their use and forcefully states:
It may be truthfully said of most of the preseiii workbooks in the
social sciences that they reduce learning to a matter of doses; make
\j Tryon, Rolla W*, "The Developnent and Appraisal of Workbooks in
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children mechanical memorizersj reduce the teacher’s initiative,
originality, and creativeness j contain too many trivial and unrelated
factsj are overloaded mth poorly-graded exercises that are not
cumulative in difficulty; and many other adverse statements; it
seems high time to bid goodby to a type of teaching aid Yihich is
inherently incapable of being brought into line -with recognized good
teachir^ in the social sciences,
Betts iArtio believes tlat many times wcrkbooks are indiscriminately
used by teachers to lighten their burden, says:
Many TOrkbooks as instructional devices are largely mechanical
in nature. They are frequently used as busy work and as a means
of discipline; have sometimes been used to bring about f\u*ther
regimentation of pupils’ activities, thereby defaulting possible
educational value; they appear to be instructional on the assumption
that sheer repetition fixes learning; and too often teachers tend
to lean on wcrkbooks as self-instructive and therefore use them to
con^jensate fcr their own inadequacies,
2/Megas
-'has summarized the findings of experts -who do not favor
the use of lorkbooks. He says:
It can be said that the most frequently used arguments are that
workbooks
1, Reduce the learning to doses,
2, Make children mechanical memorizers,
5, Reduce teaching initiative and originality,
4, Contain many trivial unrelated exercises,
5, Are overloaded with poorly-graded exercises,
6, Make blank-fillers of pupils.
\j Betts, E, A,, Foundation of Reading Instruction , Boston:
American Book Company,
2/ Megas, Nicholas, “Analysis of United States History Workbooks
on a High School Level," Unpublished Thesis, Boston University, School
of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 1948,
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87* Stress non-problem-solving exercises*
8* Do not allow for reflective thinking on part of pupils*
9* Do not provide for individual differences*
10* Become a crutch for teachers*
11* Are used for disciplinary purposes*
12* Are frequently used as busy-woiic*
15* Regiment pupil activity in default of possible educational
values*
The writer cognizant of its good points aid bad believed that a
solution better than the w)rkbook could be found* In addition to the
above criticism summarized by Megas, the writer felt that the selection
of a textbook could easily be influenced by the type of wokbook that
supplemaited it* And since the textbook is of greater in?)ortance
,
the
selection might be a poor one in relation to the needs of the class*
Furtlnermore the writer was attempting to dispense with the single
textbook principle and the cost involved in obtaining the necessary
number of workbooks was prohibitive. Add to these difficulties the
questionable value of them and the fact that pupils frequently must turn
them in at the end of the year thus losing any organized work they might
have done aid the solution of using the workbook seems even more out of line
Consequently a notebook was decided upon* Research material on its
use and effectiveness is spares; the reason^ no doubt being that a
definition of a notebook is almost impossible to find. Each teacher or
educator Trtien asked •viiat a notebook is will supply a different definition*
In general the vast majority of notebooks contain a miscellaneous
assortment cf materials; the origin of which is found in the interests of
the individual pupils* To these are added specific assignments by the
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teacher but seldom are these assignments made idth any definite goal in
mind*
Early in October themes, pictures, and msps are con?)leted to
commemorate Columbus Day. The sane procedure is followed for Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving Day aid all the other national holidays. Spaced in
between may be found materials, assignments and class projects niiich the
teacher wishes to have preserved. The fact that they male a good showing
at a Parents Teachers Association meeting many times has a great deal to
do with the type of assignment that is required.
In the majority of cases there is little or no effort made to
organize the material j the notebook is little more than a 'hodgepodge*
of maps, themes, dates and what have you. The students have spent hours
in building an educational tool that mil rust out and become a dust
collector in the attic or cellar if it is kept at all.
When the time comes for Senior High School American History the
notebook may be dug out and the reaction of the student, after thumbing
through xmnumbered pages, -would most likely be "What did I keep this for?"
The Notebook -this -writer has in mind does not fall into the above
category. He fundanentally believes that if constructive work is to be
done one must be ever looking into the future. To him time is wasted
unless the finished product can be used not only in the immediate present
but in -the future as well. We learn the multiplication table in elementary
arithmetic and we use it in Algebra and Geometery. Why then is it not
possible aid necessary that we learn basic facts in American History
cataloguing them in a systematic manner so that thqy cai be used as
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The writer has in mind a notebook yhich vn.ll make for better
teaching, enlarged pupil learning and an educational tool so systematically
arranged that its future use is guaranteed* He does not intend that it
should be completely argaaized when placed in the hands of the students*
Some organization is necessary and for the most part the organization
is centered around large units or divisions of the subject* The tree of
learning is given but each student, in proportion to his ability must
place the leaves*
Some of the criticism educational experts have levied against the
workbook make more strong the case of the notebook which accompanies this
report •
Tryon1/says:
It can be truly said of most of the present workbooks in the social
sciences that they reduce learning to a matter of doses; make children
mechanical memorizers; reduce the teacher's initiative and originality;
contain too many trivial aid unrelated facts; are overloaded with
poorly graded exercises that are not cumulative in difficulty.
A study of the Notebook in this report the writer believes will
show that all of the above criticisms have been corrected.
Wesley-.2/lends supper t for the notebook ifeen he says:
I
Textbooks, mapbooks, scrapbooks, reading books and notebooks would
seem to furnish adequate equipment for the dullest student. Where
then is the niche into which the werkbook can fit? The answer would
seem to be that workbooks are designed to absorb at least some of the
functions of the other books*
l/Tryon, Holla M., "The Development and Appraisal of Workbooks in
the Social Sciences," School Review
.
Yol* XLVI, Jaiuary 1938, pp* 146-153*
2/Wes!ley, Edgar, "Workbooks in the Social Studies," Historical
Outlook* Vol. mi, April, 1931, p* 152.
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Riggi/who like the writer believes that there is somethii^ to
gain from school besiJes obtaining excellency in space filling makes
without stating in exact wordage, a strong point for a well organized
Notebook when he says:
In our eagerness to be ’modem* and ’up-to-date', we should not
lose sight of the part that schools are responsible for training
boys aad girls for a place in life, and to this end we should be
mindful that we do not send them from school merely blank fillers.
The student who used the Notebook in this report could never be
called a blank filler,
2/Miller—'in her opposition to a workbook gives a criticism idiich
the Notebook of this report corrects. She s^s:
It should be realized that creative writing, library reading, arts
end crafts, dramatic - life and real-life experiences will have more
educational value than even the best written and wisely used workbooks
can provide.
It is the writer's contention that the Notebook, the basis of this
study, will provide more effectively for individual differences than
otherwise could be accomplished either by the use of a workbook or by the
use of a sixigle textbook,
Croninl/reporting a study made by Brumbaugh^further establishes
l^igg, H,, "Are We Making Blank Fillers Out of Students?" The
School Executive , 51:529, March, 1932,
2/Miller, Edith, "What About Workbooks?" Amaican Childhood , 32:15,
December, 1946,
^Cronin, Margaret G,, "An Analysis of Workbooks in American History
Junior High Level," unpublished Master’s Thesis, Bostm University, School
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this conclusion in connection idth a supervised stvdy program. The notebook
is constructed to allow fcr adequate supervised study; in fact the vast
ma;jority of the notebook mil be conducted during the class period. Miss
Cronin says:
, • .using two heterogeneous groups in two different classes in
American history in tiro different schools, Brumbaugh taught the
supervised study group using a comnercially published workbook as a
study guide. He taught the entire hour with no recitation. The
students did most of their work at school aid the assignments were
weekly research papers aid two current events papers.
His second group was taught in the traditional manner for two
semesters. The pariod of forty-five minutes was used for recitations
and discussion of subject matter. All the pr-eparation was made outside
the class with no aid from ttie teacher
.
To test his results Brumbaugh used infcrraal objective tests along
with Columbia Research Bureau tests in American History to measure
achievement aid progress.
From his results Brumbaugh concluded that the supervised study
method provided a better opportunity for adjustment to individual
differences than the recitation method because each pupil worked
according to his ability,
Mr, Brumbaugh recommended that a good study guide was preferable
for supervised study. The writer believes that his Notebook serves as
an adequate study guide aid duiing its construction one of the goals was
that it be used under supervision. In fact the greater part of the
Notebook is done during the class period thus bringing into play at all
times supervision. The writer does not attempt to infer that all aims
and objectives can be achieved to their utmost through its use. Such a
degree, of course, is inqjossible to reach. He does contend (at least this
conclusion was borne out in his classes after another examination of the
course was made at the end cf the year the notebook was used) that more
effective teaching and a greatly inproved learning process on the part of
the students can be achieved.
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Intelligent use of it by teachers is a prime requisite if it is
to serve its fullest effectiveness, and the teacher should realize that
it is but one sid in developing the learning and interest process in an
American History course* It should be used as a springboard from which
the class can enter into many and useful projects and discussions*
In the attenpt to determine its effectiveness the same list of
ten questions was asked after the notebook had 'been used for one year and
at least in the writer's courses these questions could be answered a
great deal better than before the notebook was used*
The writer has the following comments to make in connection with
these questions after a re-examination was made*
Were individual differences provided for?
One of the prime reasons for the making of the notebook was to
answer this question in a positive manner* A study of the various Units
will soon show that the objective is not to complete each one in its
entirety* To do so with an average class would mean that two or three
Units would take up the entire year* The writer, as any teacher would do,
fitted each unit to each of his classes* Within these classes were
students with sufficient mental ability to canplete large blocks of work
from each chapter and in these same classes were students who, because
of low mental abilities, found it difficult to complete but a very small
part of each chapter*
In determining the amount of material to be mastered by each
student a conference was held with each student* Before these conferences
were held, however, the general Unit was discussed with the entire class
when the Unit was passed out to the students* Some of the items from each
ex
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chapter were discussed with the objective in mind of having the class
#
grasp the idea as to why it was important and nilat could be gained by
studying it«
Following this, sufficient time was given in order ttet each
student could look over the unit with the idea in mind of selecting the
material from each unit that he or she would like to complete. Then
came the conference. The writer talked over the Unit with the student,
made what siiggestions he deemed necessary and then approved the final
selections. In each case, insofar as possible the decision of what to
include was left to the student. As a result they felt that they had made
their own assignments and invariably selected more items than might have
been assigned otherwise. Very seldom it was found that students selected
more than what they could complete and master in a given time* They ’^ery
often misjudged their abilities in the first Unit. Later conferences
made certain that this early mistake was not repeated.
It can well be said here that such conferences met with notable
success when selecting material from the chapters of Special Reports,
Extra Credit and Book Reports.
Each conference showed a decreasing amount of time consumed as
the year progressed. By the end of the first ten weeks the average
teacher knows fairly accurately the quality and quantity of work each
student can perform. The student has also found his level of achievement
and as each new Unit is introduced can fairly accurately gauge the amount
of work he or she is capable of completing.
The writer found in a few instaaces that the Notebook can serve
another very important cause in the line of individual differences* Many
students with better than average mental abilities have the tendency of
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starting slovrly aid then as th^ find themselves, seeing their -work both
in quality and quantity greatly improve* In such cases the first few
Units idll serve as guide posts to this inprovenEnt • The writer found
that as these caliber of work improved the amount of material mastered
increased* A greater part of the subsequent Units were coa5)lsted* More
difficult reports were mastered aid invariably the students entered into
more group work*
Was the work of sudi nature liiat stimulation could be gained by
the student thus creating a liking for the subject and a desire to know
more about Anerican History through later reading and study at the student’s
leisure time?
This question was difficult to answer specifically. Many factors,
in^jossible to neasure with any degree of validity entered into the picture*
Generally speaking, however, the notebook did help. All of us have a
tendency to like better those things we select of our own free will rather
than those Mch are given us with the ultimatum, "Do this"* In the vast
majority of cases the student selected his or her own block of work* It
at least appeared from the attitude of the stixients that they were
interested in the course* Class work was of a varied nature and consequentLij
the students did not do the same thing long eiough to get tired of it*
The only check the Tnriter had was the fact that a greater number of book
reports were passed in than during the previous year* This is not very
valid as maiy other factors could have entered into the situation but at
least it was and indication.
Did the students have an effective guide? Did the guide show
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constructed that future work aid assignments could be seen by the student? i
Was the guide something he could keep?
There should be little doubt regarding the effectiveness of the
Notebook as a guide. Each student was presented with a complete Unit
which was his to keep. The items are so arranged that they can be easily
classified into definite divisions; in fact they are classified in such
a manner i^en the student receives them. One of the main purposes of the
Notebook is to answer these questions in a more satisfactory manner.
Did the guide provide fcr individual work, group work and work
of a varied nature?
As in question four, the notebook has effectively answered this
problem. Nearly every chapter in the Notebook is so constructed that
individuality aid variety of types of work are their key note. It makes
little difference what chapter is selected to prove the point • In
Chapter I for example there are no set answers that must be given for any
of the names. The students, using the references that are available write
down in a sentence or two the events in each person's life that to them
seem in^iortant. During the class period the names are discussed and the
students put togethe r all of the various items that have been written
down by each pupil. In this way a much Trider and far more interesting
picture could be gained than as if each student were seeking the information
from the same textbook. The writer feels certain that as a result of this
method the depth of knowledge that each student received about the men and
women who helped build our country was far greater.
What has been said for Chapter I holds equally true for the
chapters dealing with terms, inventions, social problems. Special Reports
'I
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What facilities beside a textbook had they been taught to use?
As long as the writer can remember, the general criticism levied
upon students by all teachers is that they are content to use only their
textbook* Atteiqjts to dislodge ttem from this procedure are almost futile*
A tremendous amount of work on the part of the teacher will eliminate this
to some degree but the time consumed is hardly worth the effort when one
considers the fact that this time could be far better spent in the general
development of the course*
The writer had the same criticism to make and he believes that the
answer has been effectively found in the use of the Notebook*
When constructing the Notebook no one book at the Junior High
School level and very few at the Senior High School level contained all
of the items in the Notebook* As a result the students had to use a
variety of sources to complete that part of the Unit each selected* In the
attempt to answer this question the more effectively a single text book
was dispensed with and in its place was substituted six different textbooks*
There were six copies of each textbook and the grade level ranged from
those of the middle grades to standard High School texts* The ma;3ority,
however, were of the Junior High School level* The books were conveniently
placed on a shelf in the class room* A student librarian was appointed
whose duty was to check books out that were to be taten from the class
room* During those periods in Thich the students worked on their notebooks
in class, no atteopt was made to check books in or out* No one student
could keep the same book for a period longer than two days*
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classroom use* The local library also aided the irriter in this project*
A number of shelves were set aside on which were placed textbooks and
historical fiction and non-fiction* Pan^shlets, maps, pictures and other
miscellaneous items were also included and these coupled with the regular
reference and book report material*
The results are fairly obvious* Since no one book was sufficient
the students soon learned to look in others* The number of sources used
depended, of course, upon how much of the Unit was to be completed* The
writer did see to it that even with those students of lower ability, at
least two books had to be used*
A study of the chapters on depressions, special reports and extra
credit work will show that a variety of sources were necessary for the
completion of the Units*
At the beginning of the school year several periods were consumed
in going over the various references including the textbooks* Instructions
were given as to how to ise them and assignments were made to make students
familiar with them* Whenever possible the sources were classified as to
their effectiveness in comparison to otha* available references* In
addition to this the stidents were taken by the writer to the local
library and instruction was given as to how to use it*
What organized material did the students possess as their own at
the end of the school year with the view to continuing the study of
American History at their leisure time and sec\iring a foundation for
Senior High School American History?
The fact that the Notebook was theirs to keep and that it was
organized in such a manner that it could be effectively and quickly referred
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to is ample proof that the Notebook was suited to help the student*
Certainly the material in each unit was not exhausted and if a student
had the inclination he or she could continue the study of American History
in a logical manner*
The writer having taught in both Junior and Senior High schools,
as do all teachers who have had experience at the two levels, knows that
students forget a vast anount of American History during the years vhen
they are not taking the subject* The vast majority of schools offer the
course in either the seventh or eighth grades and then do not offer it
again until the eleventh grade* In that span of years much of the material
that the students learned is forgotten and consequently a great deal of
time must be given to the early part of our development at the Senior
High level* In many cases more time is given than yhat can be afforded*
As a result the student finds himself with a vast amount of material to
learn in a very short period of time*
The writer believes that had the student constructed a Notebook
such as the one that accon^anies this report a great deal of time could
be saved* This is not to s^ that a Junior Hi^ School Notebook is
sufficient to pass a Senior High School American History Course. Such
is not the case but the reader will admit that organized material about
a specific period gives the student a far better start than as if he had
nothing save a textbook aid a very short period of time to span the
history of our country from its discovery through its war for independence.
While the notebook as constructed by the average Junior High
19
School student will not suffice for a Senior High course, the units of the
notebook can very well be used in an American History High School course*
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This is especially true with a slow group* Individual teachers and pupils
can adapt the units in a manner that will serve the latter to the greatest
advantage
•
Had the course helped to teach them to think about the problems
of our country aid of the world?
The attenpt to find specific proof with i*iich to answer this
question was rather difficult* In the chapter dealing with Social Problems
the lists were generally quite long and showed a variety of problems*
In the chapter dealing with Special Reports and particularly the chapter
for Extra Credit the writer saw many instances of real thinking* The
greatest proof, however, came in class discussions* The students were
thinking* The Notebook helped to organize the channels idiere thoughts
could flow and the writer believes such thinking was achieved to a greater
extent than as if the notebook were not used*
What if aaything had been done to aid the student in applying
past histcry to present day problems?
The Notebook aided in the correct answer of this question in many
of its sections but particularly so in the chapters dealing with Social
Problems and Depressions aid their causes* Using the Notebook material
in these chapters many a discussion was held during class period regarding
the selection of past history that could be applied to present day problems*
In many cases past histcry was used in the atteiopt to project present day
problems into the future in the attenqjt to predict their possible outcomes*
Had the course helped the students to organize material, recognize
source material from retold facts, form opinions of past and present
problems, understand the qualities of good and bad leadership, recognize
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the in5)ortaiit role of ‘•himself* as a contributor to history and make
coB5)arisons of one period idth another?
The first three questions have previously been ansrrered. The
Notebook itself required organization. As a result of using many
references the students, before the year was over, were separating the
best sources from those which were not as good and in many instances the
brighter pupils were using primary aad secondary sources. The third
question found a better answer especially in the chapter dealing with
Social problems. The first chapter in the Notebook, "Who’s "'^o Among
the Builders of America", atten^^ted to deal with the qualities of leader-
ship. Many of these men and women were discussed with the principle
purpose of determining the qualities that either made them great or
inconsequential* Present day leaders were compared with those of the past.
Sii^le problems were used to accentuate those qualities and all such work
was duly set down in appropriate places in their Notebook*
The qualities of leadership were determined in many of the other
chapters in the Notebook. Those chapters dealing with Treaties, Events,
Words and Phrases Worth Remembering, Presidents in Review, My list of
twenty-five Inventions that have helped America’s Progress but to mention
a few. All helped in the bringing out of leadership qualities.
The question pertaining to the recognition of the student,
himself, as a contributor to history is difficult to answer but it can
be said with surety that the Notebook did not hinder the student from
doing the above. The degree of success, however, that can be attained
along this line depends to a great extent on the teacher’s ability to
bring certain pertinent facts into play so that the student can see the
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value and ln^>ortance of himself in a democratic state* In the Chapters
dealing with Social Problems and Presidents in Review, the writer attenpted
to diow how iiqportait correct understanding and thinking were if America
were to progress* To do this a great deal of so called Civics had to
enter the picture and this was but fitting and proper* The different
phases of American Histcry cannot be catalogued into separate pigeon-holes
and studied as separate entities* To do so w>uld be to defeat the very
purpose of the study of the subject* The purpose of the Notebook was to
bring into relationship as many of these phases of American History as
possible* In every instance an earnest atteii$)t was made to have the
students see the coa5>leted picture for only in that manner could they as
individuals fit themselves into that picture*
Another very important role that the Notebook played was that of
comparing one period with another, one depression with another, one war
with another, one social problem with another aid one individual with
another* The Units of the Notebook do not follow a chronological outline
but rather devote themselves to special periods of American History*
Some of the Units cover but a few years while others concern themselves
with the entire ^an of our History. Consequently a great deal of over-
lapping is found* This overlapping is not merely a repetition of facts
learned earlier but rather an attack of some problem already discussed
from a different angle* The students were given the opportunity to
recheck items already chs cussed and to these items add new ones that
would make them more meaningful aid usable*
Has one of the objectives been citizenship training?
The writer has saved the first question until the last* He
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believes that the course did achieve citizenship training. He believes
that the students in varying degrees of success not only realized 7diat
the term msans but the preparation that is necessary, if they are to become
good citizens* As was stated earlier in this introduction the purpose of
the Notebook was to aid the student to begin to build a foundation in the
history and customs of his country. Upon this foundation could be built
a better and a more useful citizen. The Notebook could not do such
biii]ding. The student with the help of the teacher had to do the actual
construction. The Notebook merely provided the materials for the
construction.
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Most teachers of American History will readily agree that there
is no one best method for teaching the subject* The method used by aiy
teacher will depend upon the individuals within a class and to a great
extent, the teacher himself* One teacher many use a particular method
with success whereas the same method, used another instructor will
meet with utter failure*
What has been said in the above paragraph is equally true tiien
using aids in teaching the course or in breaking it down into various
units to facilitate oon^jrehension and better mastery of the subject on
the part of the student*
The nine units of irtiich five are introduced in this paper in
this notebook represent but one neans of dividing American History into
its component parts* To the writer they seem logical but he is cognizant
of the fact that otler divia ons could be equally logical* The units
selected were used in the classroom and the success obtained was to a
degree to warrant their reuse*
In teaching American History at the Junior High School level the
suggestions of the Committee on American History for Schools and ColDeges
were followed as closely as was possible by the writer^ Consequently
more stress was placed on certain Units than on others and within the
Units more stress was placed on certain ped.ods than on others*
In general, the period from the Revolutionary War through the
C'ltttiffiiir
History in Schools and Colleges. New York: The Macmillan
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Reconstruction Period folloiring the Civil War consumed the major part of
the year.
The Units Tiere not constructed with the end in view of making
lighter the tasks of the teacher. These units cannot be handed to the
students mththe explanation ”Go ahead". Great care should be made in
selecting the material to be used by each pupil aid this can only be
acconplished by the classroom teacher aid student.
This is especially true with the work in Chapters I and II. Such
lists can be demoralizing unless care is taken in explaining them. It
should be thoroughly understood by both the teacher and the student that
no student is expected to know all the nais s and phrases in Chapters I
and II of each unit. Rather, they should be mastered in relation to the
abilities not of the class but of the individual student.
The lists are not as formidable as they would first appear.
Many students will recognize maiy of the names and many of the phrases
found in the two chapters even before they begin a study of the unit.
Those in the majority of cases can be passed over by the student irtio then
will spend his time on his list, compiled by the teacher and the student
after a discussion about the unit has been held betnoen the two.
The lists are long, and the writer believes quite complete, in
order that students interested in a particula* aspect of the unit can follow
intelligently that interest.
Instructions pertaining to the organization of the Notebook have
been held to a minimum for two reasons. In the first place detailed
instructions would involve many written pages and since each pupil is
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•written form the easier it mil be for the pupils. This is not a course
to test their ability at organizing a notebook. Oral instructions mil
far better serve the pxxrpose. They are easier to comprehend and can be
given ¥hen the need is present.
Secondly, since no two teachers would use this Notebook in a
similar manner, the writer feels that it is best to let them develop it
according to their ovn needs.
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CHAPTER III
TO THE STUDENTS
This notebook, if you tdll let it, can serve you in a number of
ways. It will be your notebook to develop and to keep. You will find it
a gateway to many different and varied fields.
It will be only as good as you mske it for you and you alone will
work on it. If you consider it a task to get through with as quickly
as possibie the result will hardly oe worth the making* Ho-vrever, if you
approach it with the thought that within its pages wi 11 be found the
story of the greatest country on earth as well as the men and women who
made it great, you will find that the notebook ytll grow in interest and
value
•
Many of you will restudy American History in Senior High School
and the work you do here cai be of great value to you at that time. If
it is to be of value to you it -vi 11 be necessary to follow a few sin5)le
rules which are to be found in the sentences that follow. Other directions
will be given to you ?dien they are needed.
To use this notebook in later years it will be necessary that you
make it so that different items Ccii be found quickly, A good way is to
construct a Table of Contents, Be sure that none of the nanes, events,
maps, clmrts, treaties and so on that appear in the notebook are left
out of the Table of Contents,
Very seldom should you write more than two sentences about any
of the people in Chapter I or the terms in Chapter II, You want to
remember what you write about each item and were you to write a lot about
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each one you vrould soon find that very little about any of them could be
remembered. Your main goal should be to pick out the most important
things about each item. Should you desire to -write more about sone of
the topics you mil find that it is possible. Chapter lOof your notebook
is reserved especially for such -work.
In all of your work neatness should be one of your main aims.
Shoddy -work will mean little to you later as you id 11 find it difficult
to recheck forgotten items and the chances are that if you were careless
in developing your notebook you would be equally careless about doing
it correctly.
Do not start any Unit until you have looked it all over. Pick
out the items that in-berest you aid then talk the Unit over with your
teacher to determine itiether you are doing too much or too little . Yoxir
goal should be, however, to do as much of each Unit as you possibly can.
Remember, '’something worth doing is worth doing -well."
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NOTEBOOK UNITS
!• Exploration and Colonization 1492 - 1763
2« Revolution ana a New Start 1765 - 1800
3. Making the Federal Govemaent Supreme 1798 - 1877
4. Early Expansion and Conquest 1787 - 1855
5* Industrial and Agricultural Expansion 1776 - 1948




D, Growth of American Ideals
£• The major social problems facing America*
7. Political Progress 1619 - 1948
8* The Growing Pains of World Leadership
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1. Who's Who Among the Builders of Ainsrica
2* Events, Words, and Phrases Worth Remembering
3* America's Progress through Treaties
4« Pictorial America (Seeing America through Maps and Charts)
5* Presidents in Review
6* Depressions and their Causes
7* ISy List of Twenty-five Inventions that have helped America's Progress
8. My List of our Main Social Problems and My Idea as to their Solution
A, In the past and solved
B. In the past and still unsolved
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UNIT 1
EXPLORATION AND COLONIZATION 1492 - 1765
CHAPTER 1 WPD'S WO AMONG THE BUILDiES OF AMERICA
Andros, Sir Edmund Hudson, Henry
Bacon, Nathaniel Hutchinson, Anne
Balbo, Vasco Joliet, Louis
Baltimore, Lord LaSalle, Rene
Berkeley, Governor Leisler, Jacob







Cabot, Sebastian Minuit, Peter
Cabral, Pedro Montcalm, Louis
Cabrillo, Juan Newport, Captain Christopher
Cartier, Jacques Oglethorpe, James
Charles II Penn, William
Columbus, Christopher Philip, King
Cortez, Hernando Pitt, William
Da Gama, Vasco Pizarro, Francisco
Dale, Sir Thomas Pocahontas
De Champlain, Samuel Portugal, Prince Henry of
De Coronado, Francisco Raleigh, Sir Walter
De la V/arr, Lord Rolfe, John
De Leon, Ponce Smith, Captain John
De Soto, Hernando Standish, Miles
Diaz, Bartholomew Stuyvesant, Peter
Dinwiddle, Governor Vespucius, Americus
Drake
,
Sir Francis Washington, George
Elizabeth, Queen William aid Mary
Franklin, Benjamin Williams, Roger




CHAPTER 2 EVENTS, WORDS AND PHRASES WORTH REMEMBERING
Algonquins Fountain of Youth
Aztecs French and Indian War
Bacon's Rebellion French Huguenots
"Blue Laws" Fundamedb al Orders
Caviller s Glorious Revolution
Charter Graid Model
Charter of Diberties House of Burgesses
Circuranavigat ion Incas
Cities of Gold Indentured Servant
Corporate Colony Intercolonial Wars
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King Philip ’ s War



























War of the Austrian Succession
War of the League of Augsburg
War of the Spanish Succession
YiTitchcraft
Proprietor
CHAPTER 5 AMERICA’S PROGRESS THROUGH TREATIES
List the principal causes for the French and Indian War and give the
principal results of the Treaty of Paris (1763) vrtiich brought the war
to an end*
CHAPTER 4 AMERICA’S PROGRESS SHOWN THROUGH MAPS AND CHARTS
I Part A Mfips
1* THE ^WHOLE WORLD UNFOLDS
a) Voyages and dates of Columbus, Magellan
,
Diaz, de Gama, and
Drake
b) Demarcation Line
c) Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, South America,
Central America, San Salvadcre, Spain, Portugal, Africa, India,
Philippine Islands, Ceylon.
2. SPAIN AND PCRTUGAL IN THE NEW TORLD
a) Voyages or routes of Cabral, Ccronado, Cabrillo, de Soto, Ponce
de Leon, Cortez, Balboa, Pizarro
b) Shade in areas controlled by Spain and Portugal in the New 7/orld
c) Locate: Mississippi River, Rio Grande River, Mexico City, Vera
Cruz, St. Augustine, Gulf of Mexico, Cuba, Porto Rico, Jamaica,
Haiti ( Hispaniloa ) , Isthmus of Panama, Peru, Colorado River,
San Antonio, San Diego, Santa Fe, Mexico.
3. FRANCE IN THE NEW WORLD
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b) Shade in areas controlled by Fraice.
c) Locate: Lake Chan^lain, St. Lat»rence River, Ohio River,
Mississippi River, the Great Lakes, Quebec, Montreal, New
Orleans, Hudson Bay, and Jaaes Bay.
4,
ENGLMD IN THE NEW WORLD
a) Voyages of Cabot and Drake.
b) Show land controlled by thirteen colonies and give date of
each settlernent.
c) Locate; Appalachian Mountains, boundary lines of French and
Spanish territory, Boston, Plymouth, Providence, Hartford,
New Amsterdam, Philadelphia, Janestoviin, Charlestown, Albany,
Baltimore, and Savannah.
d) Show; division of New England, Middle and Southern colonies.
Mason and Dixon Line, areas controlled by London aid Plymouth
Companies, vhich colonies were Royal, Corporate and Proprietory,
and in ?4iich of the three divisions one would have found the
iron industry, fishing, furs, naval stores, small farms,
plantations, cotton, tobacco, town meetings, and rice,
5.
EUROPEAN COLONIZATION
a) Show the territorial claims of Portugal, Spain, England and
Fraice at the beginning of the eighteenth centuiy.
6.
THE INTERCOLONIAL WARS
a) Locate; Appalachian Mountains, Mississippi, Ohio, and St.
Lawrence Rivers, the Great Lales, Fort Niagara, Fort Necessity,
Fort Duquesne, Fort Frontenac, Detroit, Deerfield, Haverhill,
Fort Le Boeuf aid Fort Venango. Show which were English and
which were French forts.
7.
THE LAND CHANGES HANDS
a) Shov/ the change of territory as a result of the French and
Indian War.
II Part B Charts
1. FAMOUS EXPLORERS AND COLONIZERS
a) Construct a chart in vhich you list the more in^ortant men
during this period. Use the following topics and complete
your chart: 1, Explored, 2. Colonized, 5. Home Country,
4, Year, 5. Importance to the development of the Americas,
2. INDIAN. TRIBES
a) List all of the inportant Indian tribes in North and South
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America, Tell from vtiat section they came and their influence
in the history of the Americas.
S. THE THIRTEEN COLONIES
a) Make a list of the thirteen original colonies. Use the
folio-wing topics and con|5lete your chart, 1, Country first
settled by, 2, Date of first settlement and -when Englarri
claimed the colony if the dates are different, 3, In5)ortant
people that made the settlement, 4, Type of Government,
5, Contributions to Democracy, 6, Reason for settlement,
7, Chief Products or methods of earning a living*
4, THE FRENCH iND INDIAN WAR
a) List the reasons -»iiy England and France -went to -war. Do this
in separate coliuons. List the advantages and disadvantages
that each country had at the beginning of the -war*
5, THE WARS OF AMIRICA AND EUROPE
a) Malce a list of the various intercolonial -wars and con5)are them
with the wars that were going on in Europe at the same time.
Give the names given to those in Europe, Make a list of the
various countries invol-ved in these European wars and state
how they affected affairs in America,
CHAPTER 5 PRESIDENTS IN REVIEW
Does not apply in this Unit,
CHAPTER 6 DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR CAUSES
Does not ^ply in this Unit,
CHAPTER 7 MI LIST OF TWENTY-FIVE INVENTIONS THAT HAVE HELPED AMERICA’S
PROGRESS
Inventions in America in all probability started the minute the first
settlers set foot on land. Consequently we cannot ignore the inventions
that were brought fcrth during our early history* As you con5)lete this
unit Jot down all the inventions that you think were very important to
the progress of our early settlers. Your objective here is not to include
all of them but rather the most inportant of them.
The list you keep should be added to and revised as you complete the other
unit of your notebook. Your aim should be to select the twenty-five which
in your estimation are the most important*
CHAPTER 8 MY LIST OF OUR MAIN SOCIAL EROBLEMS AND MY IDEAS AS TO THEIR
SOLUTION
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Social Problems have consumed part of man’s thinking since the day the
first tvro people of this earth net* Some of these problems have been
simple and their solution easily found; ishile others have been with us
for thousaids of years and still defy solution for all of the people
in all lands* One such problem is the position of man and his government
Ever since governments were first established men have been asking about,
fighting over, and dying for the answer to a very short question - does
man control the government or does the government control man?
The colonists had to answer this question soon after their arrival* But
that was not the only problem they faced. The position of religion, the
amount aid cost of education, the suffrage qualifications and many many
others were problems that needed solution.
As you work on this unit, make a list of the more important social
problems faced by our early settlers. If a satisfactory solution were
found tell -what it was; if it were not found give your idea as to the
best solution.
CHAPTER 9 SPECIAL REPCRTS
1. Write an essay on as many men as you wish in Chapter 1* Attempt to
write on men liio have made definite contributions to America's progress.
Be sure to bring out these contributions.
Z, Contrast some of the men in Chapter 1. Determine which of the men
you are writing about made the greatest contributions not only to
this period but to American History and give your reasons ?hy*
CHAPTER 10 OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
1* "The Santa Maria and an Ocean Liner." The Santa Maria, Columbus'
flagship, was about 60 feet long, 25 feet wide and 15 feet deep;
it had three masts and carried plenty of sail* It took 70 days to
cross the Atlantic* In how many dcys does a modern liner make the
crossing?
Arrange drawings or paper cutouts on a chart to illustrate how the
boat used by Columbus conqsares with a modem ocean liner. Show by
an illustrated graph how the time required for a transatlantic voyage
has been shortened since 1492.
2* Make a picture strip with one picture to illustrate each of the
following: a. The main desire of the Spanish noble was to obtain
treasure, b. The principal desire of the Spanish priest was to mate
the Indians, Christians, and to teach them the ways of the white man.
c. Only a few Spaniards brought their wives from Spain, but many of
them married Indians, d. Most Spanish colonists had no part in the
government.
* Read aloud from Longfellow's "Evangeline" a description of a Jesuit
^
service for the Indians*
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4. If you were an artist, liiat would you include in each of a series
of pictures to be used as illustrations in a book entitled "Life
in New Fraace”? Suppose it contains chs^jters entitled ”The Explorer,”
”The Jesuit Missionary,” The Landowner,” and "The French Farmer.”
What would you paint in the foreground and in the background of each
picture? Try to paint or draw such pictures as you have planned,
and write a descriptive statement under each picture*
5* Make an illustrated map to show the flow of people from England to
their places of settlement in America in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries* Indicate whether the streams of imigration
were due to living conditions at home, or to political, religious,
or commercial reasons* Show whether the people were controlled by
companies or by proprietors, or were in control of their own affairs*
6* Start work on a scrapbook entitled "The Ideal of Democracy*" In it
collect articles referring to democracy* These articles m^ be
clipped from newspapers and magazines or copied from books* Include
some of the statements presented in the books you have read for this
unit*
7* Imagine yourself a Pilgrim who lived in London, then moved to Holland
and later came to America on the Mayflower and settled at Plymouth*
Write several entries such as might have appeared in your diary*
Date the selections and name the diary* Indicate in your recoirds
some of the changes -which took place -with the passing of time*
8* Make models of early colonial homes* Make models of colonial
furniture and tools *
9* Design a map to diow the most importaat facts about the trade of
colonial America* Chart the routes and show the location of the
important seaports* In what interesting way can you indicate exports?
Can you emphasize the fact that fish was a basic commodity in the
commerce of New England?
10. Prepare a collection of letters such as might have been received by
an English grandmother or grandfather from the children of his or
her two sons who had settled in America, one in New England and the
other in South Carolina*
11* Make a cartoon or cartoons that id- 11 illustrate one or more conditions
in Europe which led the people to leave their homes and sail across
almost uncharted seas to new homes in North, Central or South America*
Give your cartoon a title aid make it funny if you wish*
12* The entire class can work on a "Colonial Hall of Fame*" The work can
be placed in a class notebook and it should consist of brief
biographical sketches and as many illustrations as you desire*
Chapter I of your notebook will supply an aiqjle number of names*
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13* This is a project that three or mere can work on* Select a group
Trtiich will work on a "Time Line Graph*” It can be placed on the
blackboard and by constructing the graph as if it were a road which
curves back as it gets to the end of the board you will be able to
make it long enough to cover the period from 1492 to the present
day or from the first date to any date the ccacmittee selects* On
the graph should be placed all of the outstanding events and the
dates irtiich they occurred. Outstanding dates can be underlined in
red. If the committee wishes they can select some student to illustrate
some of the more impertant events*
14* Imagine that you are an old Indian chief living somewhere in ianerica
during ths colonial or pre-coloniaj. period* One of your tribe has
asked you to tell him and the rest of the men in the tribe about the
white man* You are a very old chief and as a result have seen many
things and have heard many stories about the white man all over the
New World* What stories would you tell the men of your tribe? One
of the things you should tell them is ytiat the coming of the white
man has meant to the Indians*
15* Those of you who like to write plays and stories may find interest
in this project* Write a three act play which can be presented to
the class* There are many subjects that you could use and one good
one might be the Dutch in the New World. In the first act tell how
New Sweden was ousted from the New World mainly at the hands of the
Dutch* In the second act tell what life was like under Peter
Stuyvesant in New Amsterdam and in the third act tell how the English
took over the Dutch settlement and how life was different under the
English*
lb* If you TOrk on the school paper or are interested in journalism you
will like to do this project* Write a series of newspaper headlines
such as appear in a modern newspaper about important incidents and
decisive battles in the wars for the control of America* They should
include the countries of Spain, Sweden, Holland, France and England*
17* If you like to draw make a series of pictures in which you show the
various types of weapons used in colonial warfare between 1700 and
1763* Textbooks and encyclopedias will give you descriptions of the
weapons* Each picture should be mounted separately and the name of
the weapon written below the picture* If you wish you can get someone
to help you and together you can draw pictures illustrating modem
weapons* Such pictures idll give you veiy good contrast and it will
also tell you why warfare today is so much more dangerous than it was
in colonial days*
18* We all like to listen to the radio and some of us would like to write
stories for it or be a news comentator* Read ail you can about the
trial of John Peter Zenger in 1734 ana prepare a radio dramatization
of the trial to be presented before the class or tell the story of the
trial as a modem news con^tator would tell it*
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19* Here is another class project* Prepare an issue of a newspaper as it
might have looked in the period ^ich you choose to have it represent*
Some date in 1765, or during the period of the Revolution*
20* Take one of the following topics and give an oral report or write
the story of - 1* IVhat the crusades accomplished. 2* Marco Polo and
his journies. 3* Coronado's goal - the Seven Lost Cities, 4,
Montezuma, an Aztec errperor* 5* The super liner, the Mayflower,
6, The mystery of Roanoke, 7, A New En^and Home. 8, Spanish
missions, Ttere are many many more topics aTxi if you wish select
one of your ovjn.
21, Draw a cartoon on the following subject: "The World in 1450 - It's
size and shape,"
22* If you were Marco Polo and had just returned from India to your native
town of Venice what would you tell your neighbors about this far off
land?
23* Study a map of the Atlantic coastal region. Notice the rivers,
harbors, mountains and plains, Ansvrer the following questions: 1*
'AHiy did New England become a manufacturing region? 2* Why did the
Southern colonies take up agriculture? 3, What rivers became most
in5>ortarcb? 4* l/'Jhy have cities such as New York and Philadelphia
grown so large? Find other cities and give reasons for their growth,
24* Bring to class pictures illustrating the costumes worn by the people
during the exploration and colonization period?
25* Make a report on the part that music played in colonial life. Include
the titles of some well-known Puritan hymns, ballads, and popular
songs of tie seventeenth-century Englard , If you can, sing them or
have the class learn the tunes and sirig them*
26* Describe or dramatize a schoolroom lesson in a New England town in
1700*
27, In two parallel columns compare your life f cr a day with that of an
Indian boy or girl or a Pilgrim boy or girl. If you can illustrate
the differences,
28, Dramatize the adventures of a Huguenot family v4io escaped to New
France, were arrested, and finally reached one of the English colonies.
Many other interesting projects can be done and they are very easy to find.
Look at the end of each chapter or each \mit in the various books that
you are using and you may find projects even more interesting than the
ones listed above*

CHAPTER 11 m JOURNET IN BOOKS
Most of us like to read books and the more exciting they are the better we
like them. It is also true that -when -we hear of something good vre like
to tell others about it and here is a chance to do that very thing. Let
us take a journey into the past of America's story by reading one of the
folloYdng books. After the books have been read -we can have a series of
discussion meeting where the books can be discussed and con^jared. If you
would rather write the story of your book secure a book report form from
your teacher and answer the questions on the form. There are many many
books about this period that have not been included in the list below.
If you should desire to read a book not on the list you may do so but be
sure you let your teacher know the title of the book before you read it.
THE VOYAGE OF JACQUES CARTIER by Estter Averill
The story of the discovery of the St, Lawrence and of the Indian
chief who was taken to Fraace,
HOMES IN THE 7/ILDERNESS by William Bradford
The diary of William Bradford, telling of the beginnings of Plymouth.
SWORD OF THE WILDERNESS by Elizabeth Coatsworth
The story of Seth Hubbard who was captured by the Indians and had to
spend the winter of 1689 with them,
LOG OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS by Christopher Columbus
The explorer's own account of his first voyage,
CORTEZ AND THE CONQUEST OF MEXICO BY THE SPANIARDS IN 1521 by
Bernal del Castillo Diaz
This is a story of a soldier who was with Cortez in Mexico,
BLITHE McBRIDE by Beulah M. Dix
The exciting adventure of an indentured servant girl who cane to the
New Wcr Id,
SOLDIER RIGDALg-by Beulah M. Dix
The story of a man who sailed on the Mayflower, became friends with
Miles Staadish and was with him on his many adventures,
THEY PUT OUT TO SEA by Roger Duvoisin
This book contains the stories of our early adventuress and traders
before the time of Magellan,
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RYTQN WATER by E. R. Gaggin
The story of a boy and his Pilgrim con^anions idio seek freedom in
Holland and later in the frontier of America.
HOMS LIFE IN COLONIAL DAYS by Alice M. Ear]te
This book tells in an interesting manner how the colonists lived,
Tihat thqy wore, the games they played and about their schooling,
3CAR1ET FRINGE by H. C. Femald
The story of an Incas Boy irtio tried to help his people aboxrt the time
of Cortez,
CALICO BUSH by Rachel L. FieH
The story of little Marguerite Ledoux, a French orphan, -rtao came to
New France as an indentured servant.
COURAGEOUS COMPANIONS by Charles J, Finger
This book tells the story of an English boy vho sailed with Magellan,
THE STORY OF THE OTHER AMERICA by R, C, Gill aid Helen Hoke
The story of Latin America in the early days,
PENN by Elizabeth G, Gray
A biography about the founder of Pennsylvania,
MEGGY MACINTOSH by E. J, Gray
The story of a fifteen jeap oH girl who joined her chum Flora
MacDonaki in the Scotch settlement in the Carolinas,
ERIC THE RED by Lida S. Hanson
The story of the Viking explorations in the new world.
MEDIEVAL DAYS AND WAYS by Gertrude Hartman
This book tells the life of the average Englishman during the Middle
Ages and will do much to tell you ihy the Englishmen came to America,
THESE UNITED STATES AND HOW THEY CAME TO BE by Gertrude Hartman
If you read the earily chapters you will learn more about the early
Americas,
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SPICE IN THE DEVIL’S CAVE by Agnes D* Heines
The story of Vasco da Gama and of his search for a route to the
Spice Islands,
SPICE HO I by A, P. Hewes
An adventure story about men and countries n4io fought to control the
spices of the East*
COLUMBUS SAII3 by C* VII* Hodges
A stoiy about the discovery of America*
TOH HEARTS COURAGEOUS by Edna Kenton
The biography of French missionaries among the Indians.
DAYS OF IHE COLONISTS by Louise Lanprey
A series of 27 stories about colonial life from Jamestown to the
' Declaration of Independence*
INDIAN CAPTI7E; THE STCRY CF MaRY JAMLSOS by Lois Len^i
The story of a liiite woman who spent her life idth the Iroquois
Indian s
•
•rUPAH OF THE INCAS by P^lip Means
This book tells an interesting story about the Indians of Peru before
the coming of the Spaniards.
UNROLLING THE MAP by Leonard Outhweite
This book will tell you about the feats and adventures of the great
explorers.
BOOK OF INDIAN CRAFT AND LORE by Juliaa H* Solomon
TRAVELERS CANDLE by E* M* Updegraff
The story of young Patrick who escaped from kidnappers and t4io later
helped his rescuers.
THOSE ™ DARED by C. H. Willis ani L. S. Saunlers
Short interesting stories of the lives and adventures of early leaders
in discovery, exploration and settlement*
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REVOLUTION MD A NEW START 1765 - 1800
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CHAPTER 3 AMERICA'S PROGRESS THROUGH TREATIES
1. THE FRENCH ALLIANCE
Tell in not more than one paragraph the events that led up to the
French Alliance and the results of this Treaty.
2. TREATY OF PARIS 1785
List the results of this treaty and place a star beside each point
that represented a definite gain fcr the United States.
5 . JAY-GARDOQUI TREATY
Tell -what the United States attenpted to do in the Jay-Gardoqui Treaty
and give yoxir oytn ideas of what might have been the results had the
United States ratified the treaty.
4. JAY TREATY
List the demands that the United States made through its representative
John Jay on England and also list the results of the Treaty.
5. PINCKNEY TREATY
List the results of this treaty and tell irtiy it was so important to
the frontiersmen. Why was it a much better treaty than the proposed
Jay-Gardoqui Treaty?
6. FRENCH TREATY OF 1799
List the results of this treaty. Tell what caused the events that
led up to the signing of thj.s treaty.
CHAPTER 4 AMERICA’S ffiOGRESS SHOW THROUGH MAPS AND CHARTS
I Part A Maps
1. THE FIGHT FOR INDEPENDENCE




a) (..uebec, Montreal, St. Lawrence River, Lake Champlain, Concord,
Bennington, Lexington, Boston, Saratoga, Ticonderoga, Crown
Point, Oswego, West Point, Princeton, Monmouth, Valley Forge,
Trenton, Phiiaaelphia
,
New York, Baltimore, Lake Ontario,
Lake Erie, Pittsburg, Vincennes, Kaskaskia, Chesapeake Bay,
Yorktown, Wilmington, N. C., King’s Mountain, Cowpens, Camden,
Charleston, Savannah.
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b) Trace the route of George Rogers Glarlc*
c) By the use of different colors shade in the areas indicating
the sections of the United States viha’e the early part of the
war took place, the middle part and the last years*
d) Trace in the Proclamation Line of 1763
e) Show by use of different lines the British Three fold Plan of
1777*
2.
THE UNITED STATES UNDER THE ARTICLES
On a map of the eastern section of the United States complete
the following:
a) Locate; the thirteen states that made up the United States and
at least one principle city in each state. Also locate
Philadelphia, Mt, Vernon and Annapolis,
b) Show the boundary line of the United States as set by the
Treaty of Paris in 1783,
c) Color in the Northwest territory,
d) Color in the Appalachian Mountains,
e) Show the claims of the various snates west of the Appalachian
Mountains
II Part B Charts
1, Constnict a time chart having two parallel columns that will show
the important military and non-military events around the period
of the Revolutionary War. This should cover the years from 1763
to 1783,
2, Construct a Who’s Who in chart form of the fifteen people you think
contributed the most duiing the period of this unit. Give your
reasons as to why you selected these particular people.
3, Construct a chart having two parallel columns. In one, list the
leading English statesmen in favor of the colonists and in tte
other, list the leading Engli^ statesmen against the colonists,
4, Construct a chart having two parallel columns. Ini one, list the
weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation and in the other, show
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5 . Construct a chart showing the previous attempts at Union before the
Constitution* Indicate the reason for the atten?)ted unification*
Indicate the date of each attempt and the number of colonies by
name that each plan involved. Also tell the results of each plan*
lou should check items such as the New England Confederation, Albany
Convention, Stamp Act Congress, First and Second Continental
Congresses and the Articles of Confederation*
6* Construct a chart of the Constitution* The three branches of our
government should be shovm and how the members of each branch are
elected or nominated to office*
7* Construct a square drawn to scale to show how the laid of the
Northwest Territory was divided and subdivided. Number the squares
and indicate in one square how much of it was to be used for schools*
Beneath your large square list the various ite»s provided for in
the Northwest Ordinance*
8* Construct a time graph chart in four parallel columns* In the
respective columns place the names of the United States, England,
Fraice and Spain* Then by the use of your own history books aid
books on European History fill in the graph using those events that
concerned the United States during the years 1763 to 1800*
CHAPTER 5 PRESIDENTS IN REVIEW
This is the first unit in vhich you have had an opportunity to
use this chapter* It is an importmt one as it contains the names of
men vho as President have helped to guide our country to one of the
greatest on earth* The events that took place during their administrations
fall into several general divisions and to effectively understand what
took place it vn.ll be wise to construct your chart with this in mind*
Divide your chart into six parallel columns. Title the first
column Presidents* In this colqmn should appear the name of the President,
his political party, the years that he served aid in parenthesis the
names of the chief defeated candidates* Title the next five columns in
the following manner: ”¥e grow through Democracy”, ”0ur Expansion and
Growth in Industry aid Agricultire”, ”0ur Progress - Socially and
Culturally”, aid ”Warld Events that have affected us”*
For this Unit the first two presidents vill be placed on your
chart* Do not attempt to place every single item that took place during
the administration of aiy president* Ratter you should pick out the
most important one and place them in your chart*
CHAPTER 6 DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR CAUSES
Does not ^ply in this unit*
'1«
CHAPTER 7 m LIST OF T1/«ENTI-FIYE INVEKTIONS THAT HAVE HELPED AMERICA’S
PROGRESS
Continue your list of inventions which you started in Unit 1. If you
have forgotten the instructions turn back to Unit 1, Chapter 7 aid reread
them*
CHAPTER 8 m LIST OF OUR MAIN SOCIAL PROBIPMS AND MY IDEAS AS TO THEIR
SOLUTION
Continue your list of social problems vhich you started in Unit 1. For
direction tuna back to Unit 1, Chapter 8 and reread them,
CHAPTER 9 SPEOIAL REPCRTS
1. Write an essay on as maay men as you wish in Chapter 1 of this Unit*
Atteirpt to write on men Tdao have made definite contributions to America's
progress. Be sure to bring out these contributions*
2* Contrast some of the men in Chapter 1 of this unit or select a man
from Unit 1 aad one from Unit 2* Determine Tiiich of the men you are
writing about made the greatest contributions to American History and
give your reasons why.
3* Write an essay in which you compare the inqjortance of Hanilton and
Jefferson*
4* Write an essay on the XYZ affair*
5* Write an essay in -which you compare the foreign problems of
Washington and Adams*
6* Write an editorial on any one of the following:" Washington's Fare-wrell
Address, The New Constitution, The Jay Treaty, The First Cabinet, The
Alien and Sedition Acts, The Constitutional i-ty of the Kentucky and
Virginia Resolutions or the Alien and Sedition Acts, A summary of Washing-
ton's Administration, A summary of Adam's Administration, "Millions for
Defense but not one cent for Tribute", and the Failure of the British
Three-Fold Plan* You may take any side that you -wish in your editorial*
7. Write an essay in -which you conpare the Articles of Confederation
-with the Constitution.
CHAPTER 10 OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
1. Here is a project in which you may use your imagination* Many of the
men connected wdth bringing the Revolution about, if arrested, -would have
been sent to England for trial and then sentenced to prison for many
many years. Patrick Henry, John Hancock, Sam Adams, Paul Revere and
William Dawes are but a few of the men that the English would have liked
to have captured* What do you think some of these men thought about as
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they made their plans? Do you suppose that they thought of the danger
involved? Do you think for example that Paul Revere as he iiaited for
the signal lights considered the danger of his mission aad what might
happen to him if he were captured? Suppose you were called upon to
serve your country in an affair where a great deal of danger was
involved. Would you hesitate? Write a paper ihich will tell of your
thoughts as you serve your country*
2* Imagine that you are a colonial merchant aid that you are writing
a letter to a friend in Engl aid explaining ?hy America wanted
independence*
3* Make a poster urging enlistment in the army for the Revolutionary War*
4* Suppose your town were to celebrate the Revolutionary War* A large
pageant was planned and you were asked to design costumes for it*
Your sketches should include the uniforms of the English and American
Army and Navy as well as the clothes that private citizens wore*
5* This project can be done by several people* Read to the class
Longfellow’s “Paul Revere ’s Ride", Eiaerson's "Concord Hymn," and
Bryait's "Boys of ’76". Before each poem is read tell irtiat historical
event each is ooncerned with*
6* Suppose you were an officer in charge of recruiting during the
Revolutionary War* What kind of a speech would you m^e to induce
men to join the army?
7* Compose a diary which might have been kept by one of Washington’s
men during the winter at Valley Forge*
8* If you like to draw here is a project that might interest you*
Construct a poster urging colonial merchants not to buy any more
goods from England until the Stamp Act was repealed*
9* You are a newspaper writer and you have just heard the news that the
Stamp Act has been repealed* How would you write the story?
10* Make an illustrated chart showing drawings of the things taxed by the
Stanp Act and the Townsherd Acts and some of the things taxed by the
United States Government today* On your chart tell why the early
taxes were opposed and "viiy taxes of today are not opposed*
11* If you like to write newspaper stories, write an account of the repeal
of the Townshend Acts* Include in your story how the Act oppressed
the colonists* You should also write a headline for the story*
12. Cartoons are always interesting to look at and to many they are
interesting to draw* There are many many subjects during the period
of this unit in liiich cartoons could be used* Why not draw one or
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more? You might use as titles "The injustice of the Tea Tax on the
colonial tea merchants," "Hoire's failure to go to Albany," "The King’s
reception to the Declaration of Rights," "ThroTring tea into the
Harbor," These are but a few and as you read your history books many
more titles should come to your mind.
13. The tax on tea aroused a great deal of colonial opposition and when
people are aroused a gocd maiy of them sit doim and write letters to
those who aroused the opposition. In the case of the Tea Tax it was
the British East India Company that aroused the ire of the colonists.
Imagine that you were a tea merchant in Boston during that period.
You wish to let the company know just ihat is going on so you construct
a booklet. Material you should include would be i4iy the colonists
resisted the tax, an account of the Boston Tea Party and viny it was
justified. To make your booklet seem mere alive ftiy not include
drawings and cartoons?
14. During this period of our history there were many exan?)les of how the
people in the various colonies worked together and sympathized with
one another. Suppose you lived in the South and had friends in Boston
Tirtiere you visited the summer before. You hear that the Port of Boston
has been closed and you know how that will effect yoiir friend’s
father irtio is in the shipping business. Ylrxte a letter to your Boston
friend telling him or her how the people in your community feel about
the British action.
16. Make a series of drawings or diarts in which you show the strengths
and the weaknesses of the colonies and England at the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War.
16. Soon after General Howe landed on Long Island Sound he discovered how
low the moral^ of the Continental Arrcy was and believed he had a chance
to end the war then and there by offering the men in this arny large
tracts of land and sums of money if they would desert the arny of the
new nation and join his forces. As a result he sent men out on speak-
ing toiurs in order to win men over. You are in the British Army aid
have been selected by Howe to talk to any and all that will listen to
you. Write out the speech that you would give and then give it to the
class. You should bring out the value of the land, iftiat they could
do with the money and impress in your speech the fact that the American
Army is now so weak tiiat it just cannot succeed against the superior
forces of the British.
17. Not all of the men when they first assembled at the Second Continental
Congress believed that the colonists should make themselves independent
from Englaid. Why not &rm a committee some members of which were for
independence and some of irtiich that -vrere against it. Let each student
make a speech in 'rtiich one or two points are brought out. At the end
of the speech making period let the entire class assume that it is
the Congress and vote upon the issue as to whether we should break from
England or remain her colony. The vote should be based upon the points
brought out in the various speeches.
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A great many people even after the Declaration of Independence had
]j
been read in public were against separation. To get mere people to
see the point of view of the Continental Coiigress a committee is picked
[
from that bo<^ to make posters and draw cartoons iidiich are designed to :
convince people that the cause is just. Construct the posters and
|
cartoons. To make a real interesting project have another committee li
picked that id 11 take the opposite view. ^111611 finished compare the
|
posters and cartoons. :
19.
The suffering and hardship during the winter at Valley Forge was
perhaps the w>rst individual incident of that nature during the entire
war. lien found themselves vrithout proper food and clothing; sickness
and death were common. Suppose that you were a physician assigned to
Washington’s army that winter at Valley Forge. Make a series of diary
entries of the events that took place that winter.
20.
One of the mere inqjortant things to come from the meeting of the
Stanp Act Congress was a petition which was sent to Parliament stating
the colonial cause against the Stamp Tax. An interesting assignnent
would be for a group of students to prepare in their own words a
petition that might have been sent to Parliament. When finished the
petition should be read to the class.
21.
Draw a cartoon showing colonial opposition to the Townshend Act.
22* Can you define the term Independence? When making your definition
you should take into consideration the answers to the following
questions t How were the colonies different after the war? What rights
did they now have that were denied them before? What new duties aid
what new problems did the colonies have to face? Why was a central
government now needed?
23. This is a project that at least half a dozen stidents can work on
together. It cai be done with three ideas in mind. In the first
place it will help us to renEmber and identify the in5)ortant dates and
men during this period. In the second place it can help us to remember
the sane for Unit 1 and in the third place it cai be a project that
will continue throughout the year so that each new unit can be better
remembered. A committee should construct a series of cards. On one
side a date, an event or a man's nane should be written in large
enough print so that all caa see. On the other side should be written
several items that pertain to the date, event or man's name. Whan the
cards have been completed the class can be divided into two groups.
The object is to see vhich side can identify the most events. One
student should be selected to handle the cards. Such a game will
serve as an excellent method of review as well as being used in dqy
to day class work.
24. One of the most famous portraits in American History is that of George
Washington as painted by Gilbert Stuart. Find a reproduction of this
portrait and tell the class something about the man who painted it*
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25, A song lie often hum is ’’Yankee Doodle”, Look up the story of the
song and tell the class about it.
26, All of us like to argue. Perhaps you -will be surprised to learn that
you can argue about History. Here are four topics the selection of
|
any one should provide a great deal of argument. Select four students,
two to tate one side of the argument and two to tske the other. Pick
one of the topics and after preparation have a debate. The topics
are: 1, George III was to blame for the Americaa Revolution, 2,
The Stamp Act was a fair law, 3, Independence was the only solution
of the dispute between England and the colonies, 4, The War for
Independence could not have been won without the aid of France,
27,
Coa5)are the work of Benedict Arnold during the early part of the war
with the period vtien he was at West Point, Do you think he was worse
than Richard Henry Lee?
28,
Look up in an Encyclopedia the lives of some of the Europeans that
cane over here during the Revolutionary 7far to help us. Write a
brief paragraph on the lives of each man.
29,
The period from the end of the Revolution to the writing of the
Constitution has often been called "The Critical Period", It was a
period when the people of the young nation were not exactly sure as
to just libi&'t type of government they wanted. The Articles of
Confederation were too weak to assume control of the thirteen states
and everywhere tlBre was a lack of unity. Draw a series of posters
or cartoons which illustrate this lack. You might use one of the
following or all of them as ideas for your drawings. The helplessness
of the Articles of Confederation, Our position in the eyes of foreign
countries. The problems over commerce, John Q, Public gets it in the
neck as usual. The lack of unity in the country, or Shape of things
to come.
30,
Imagice that you were born in France of French peasants iriiose lot
in life was very little due to the reign of the Louies, You come to
America about the time of the Revolution to seek your fortune and take
part in the war. You live through the war, through the "Critical
Period" and through the establishment of a new government. You know
the position of your family in France and have heard of tie rumbliugs
of revolution in that country. You wish to tell your father what
independence means to the people in America and Wiat it can mean to
the people of France, Tlfrite a letter to your father telling him of
your ideas. Construct it so lhat he caa read it to his friends so
that they too will know why independence is worth fighting for.
31,
Select a conmittee of three liiich will give oral reports on the
Constitution, One student should discuss the rights aid powers
guaranteed to the states, A second student should discuss the saoe
only from the standpoint of the federal government ?hile a third shows
the relationship between the states and the Federal Government,
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32* Design a poster around a quotation from the Bill or Rights or the
Preamble of the Constitution*
53. The Bill of Rights protects us in many different ways. Look through
your newspapers and collect a series of stories that illustrate how
the Americai people are protected by it.
34. Alexander Hamilton has been called the greatest of all our Secretaries
of the Treasury. One of his important contributions was the restoration
of public Credit. This was done in a number of different ways. On
page 166 in “The Story of American Democracy** by Casner and Gabriel
you will find a cartoon. Study this cartoon and then construct one
of your own that shows Hamilton saving the nation from money troubles.
35. Draw a cartoon in which you picture the feelings of the farmers in
western Pennsylvania toward tte urtiiskey tax*
36* Draw a cartoon in Yhich you picture the United States during *'The
Critical Period".
37. Write an imaginary conversation between: (a) a Federalist and a
Republican; (b) a member of the Constitutional Convention from New
Jersey and one from Virginia; (c) George Washington and a Frenchman
who is seeking aid from the United States in the early 1790* s; (d)
a Pennsylvania farmer who joined the whiskey rebellion and a government
officer sent to collect the tax on whiskey.
CHAPTIR 11 MI JOURNEY IN BOOKS
THE GOLDEN HORSESHOE by Elizabeth Coatsworth
An exciting story of a boy from Virginia aad his sister on a pre-
Revolution plantation*
KNIGHT OF THE REVOLUTION by Sidney W. Deane
An exciting story of Francis Marion, tte Swamp Fox, and the part he
played in the Revolutionary War*
DANIEL BOONE by James Dougherty
A very good story aboTit this great frontiersman* The book contains
many beautiful pictures.
POOR RICHiRD by James Dourerty
Those who like to read about Benjamin Franklin will find this book
to their liking. It tells of his work duiii^g the Revolution.
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YQUUG LAFAYETTE by Jeanette Eaton !
Here is a book about the great Frenchman i*io helped us during the
Revolutionary War*
LEADSl BY DESTINY by Jeanette Eaton
The life story of George Washington.
I HAVE JUST BEGUN TO FIGHT by Edward Ellsberg
The thrilling adventire of John Paul Jones, one of our great naval
heroes,
HAYM SOLOMON. SON OF LIBERTY by Howard Fast
We are all familiar with the work of Robert Morris but little is known
about a famous Jewish patroit who served his country by using his
fortune to help pay the war costs. This book will tell you about him*
JOHNNY TREMAIN by Esther Fcrbes
The story of a messenger boy for the Sons of Liberty* This book will
make the Whigs and Tories mean more than mere names to you*
GEORGE WASHINGTON'S liVCEID by Genevieve S, Foster
This book tells of the events that took place throughout the worM
that affected the United States from just before the French and
Indian War through the administration of George Washington,
THREE SIDES OF AGIQCHQOK by Eric P, KeHy
The thrilling story of Philip Brewster diring the period of the
Revolution, It tells of Indian raids on Dartmouth College plus many
other interesting events,
UNCLE SAM'S GOVERNIiffiNT AT WASHINGTON by G, L, Knapp
This book tells you about the City of Washington as well as telling
you about how our governmerfc works and the great men of the past irtio
have helped to make it work,
EVERYDAY THINGS IN AMERICAN LIFE by William C, Langdon
Here are stories of iMiat life was like in the colonies just before
the Revolutionary War*
GEORGE ROGERS CIARK by Ross F, Lockridge
The very exciting story of a great frontiersman*
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OUR PRESIDEM'S by James Morgan
This mil help you to complete Chapter 5 as -well as telling you many
interesting facts about the men i^o have led our country*
THE BOY’S LIFE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON by Helen Nicolay
From the life of Hanilton you receive a pictire of the Revolutionary
War aid the period tl»t followed it.
GOOD STORIES FCE GREAT BIRTHDAYS by F. J* Olcott
In this book you idll find stories of maiy great men in both North
and South Amarica*
PAUL REVERE. PATROIT ON HCESEBACK by Frances Rogers and Alice Beai?d
An exciting and excellent account of the Revolutionary War in and
around Boston.
DERBY BARNS TRADER by Constance L. Skinner
Here is a story of frontier life in Kdiich men such a Daniel Boone,
George Washington and Benjamin Fraiklin take part.
SILENT SCOT by Constance L* Skinner
Andy McPhail, a frontier scout, and his Indian friend "Runner-on-the-
Wind have exciting days during the Revolution and when Tennessee was
trying to become a state*
ALEXANDER HAMILTON by John J. Swertenko
In this book we follow Alexander Hamilton from his assignment as
aide-de-camp to Washington to his duel tdth Burr.
SMUGGIER*S LUCK by Edward A. Stackpole
This is a tale of Nantucket Island and Timothy Pinkham duripg the
Revolution*
PATRICK SON. OF THUNDER by Delia M* Stephenson
The story of Patrick Henry and of his fiery speeches.
DRUMS OF MONMOUTH by Emma G* Sterne
The story of Philip Greneau during the iaportant battles of the
Revolutionary War.
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THE STORY OF OUR CONSTITUTION by E. M* Tappan
How it cane to be, how the new government began and how the Constitutiai(
was later amended*
COAT FOR A SOLDIER by Florence M* Updegraff
Here is a story of a young New Englaid girl Trtio chaiges the wool of
her pet lamb into a coat for a Connecticut soldier during the
Revolutionary War*
BIG KNIFE by W* E. Wilson
This book tells the story of George Rogers Clark*
LIBERTY FOR JQHANNY by A* H* aid J, C. Wonsetler
The story of a Dutch family from Pennsylvania during the Revolutionary
War*
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SUPREMACY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 1798 - 1877
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CHAPTER S AMERICA'S HIOGRESS THROUGH TREATIES
1. TREATY OF GHENT
Using parallel columns, list the principal causes of the War of 1812
and the principal terms of the Treaty* Opposite each cause there
should be a statement as to how the Teaty dealt with the issue* If
the cause was not corrected by the Treaty, leave a blank space in the
second coliimn opposite the cause* If the Treaty mentioned a term
that had nothing to do with the cause of the war, list it but leave
a blank space in the first column*
2* TREATY OF GUADALUPE-HIDALGO
Using parallel columns in the same manner as was done for the Treaty
of Ghent, list the principal causes for the Mexican War and the
terms of the treaty*
CHAPTER 4 AMERICA’S PROGRESS SHOWN THROUGH MAPS MD CHARTS
I Part A Maps
1* THE WAR OF 1812
Locate
:
a) Lake Erie, Lake Champlain, Chesapeake Bay, Plattsburg, New
Orleans, Vfashington, Baltimore, Detroit, Lundy's Lane*
b) The sites of Perry's victory, McDonough's victory, Jackson's
victory. There Francis Scott Key rirote the Star Spangled Banner.
c) By the use of different colors show: The States in the Union
by 1812, All United States Territory by 1812*
2* TEXAS AND THE MEXICAN WAR
a) Sabine, Nueces, Rio Grande, San Jacinto, Arkansas, Gila and
Colorado Rivers
b) San Jacinto, GoIliad, San Antonio, The Alamo, Fort Leavenworth,
Bent's Fort, Santa Fe, San Diego, Los Angeles, New Orleans,
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c) Routes of Kearney, Taylor and Scott,
d) By the use of different colors show the following; Republic
of Texas, Disputed area, Mexican territcry*
3, THE SHADOW OF SLAVERY COVERS THE UUITED STATES
a) Trace and naine the following territories; Northwest Territory,
Louisiana Purchase, Minnesota Territory, Nebraska Territory,
Kansas Territory, Oregon Territory, Utah Territory, and New
Mexico Territory,
b) Locate and nane tte following states: Maine, Iowa, Missouri,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas and California, Tell when each
state was admitted to the union,
c) Locate the 36®30’ parallel,
d) Using the Missouri Con^romise, the Con5)roinise of 1850 and the
Kansas-Nebraska Act indicate liiich of the territories and
states were open to slavery and rdiich were closed to slavery.
Indicate in which territories Popular Sovereignty was to
decide the issue,
e) Indicate which territories and states had no connection with
the above three con5>romises,
4, THE STATES CHOOSE SIDES
a) Locate and name the Union States, the Confederate States,
the Border State not secediig from secession,
b) Locate the site of the Nat Turner uprising, John Brown’s Raid,
5, BROTHER’S BLOOD
a) Gettysburg, Antietam, Washington, Bull Run, Manassas,
Chancellor sville, Fredericksburg, Fort Sumter, Richmond,
Petersburg, Fayetteville, Columbia, Savannah, Atlanta, Mobile,
New Orleans, Port Hudson, Vicksburg, Montgomery
,
MengDhis,
Corinth, Shiloh, Chattanooga, Chickamauga, Fort Henry, Fort
DoneIson,
b) Appalachian Mountains, Mississippi River, Cumberland River,
Tennessee River,
c) By the use of different colors show; Sherman’s March to the
Sea, Area of Wilderness Campaign, Area of Peninsular Can^jaign,
Main objectives of The Anaconda Policy, Northern Blockade,
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II Part B Charts
1. NATIONALISM VS. SECTIONALISM
a) Construct a chart with the following column headings: For
Nationalism, Gains, Losses (1815 - 1830) Leaders; For Sect-
ionalism, Gains, Losses (1815 - 1830) Leaders*
2, THE COMPROMISE OF 1850
a) In parallel columns show the items in the Compromise that were
of advantage to the South and those which were of advantage
to the North*
3* THE NCETH AND THE SOUTH
a) In parallel columns list the advantages of the North and South
and the outbreak of the Civil War.
b) Beside the advantages held by the North put a check to indicate
which of them you think enabled the North to win the War. If
possible do not check more than five. Of the ones that you
check place a double check besides those you think were the
most important.
4. FINANCE NG THE CIVIL WAR
a) In parallel columns list the methods used by the North and
South to raise money to fight the war*
5. CAMPAIGNS
a) For each year of the war list the two most important battles.
Give the location, results, opposing generals and a brief
statement as to liiy you selected each battle.
6. NEW AMENDMINTS
a) Outline the ia^sortant features of the ISth, 14th, and 15th
Amendments*
7. RECCaiSTRUCTION PLANS
a) In parallel columns list the main points of the Reconstruction
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CHAPTER 5 PRESIDENTS IN REVIEW
Continue your chart on the Presidents which you started in Unit 2
by adding to it the following presidoits: Jefferson, Jiadison, Monroe
John Quincy Adams, Jackson, Van Buren, Harrison, Tyler, Polk, Taylor
Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanai, Lincoln, Johnson, Grant and Hayes*
You should add at this time only those events this Unit is concerned
with* In other Units the remaining events that occiirred while the
men were president mil be filled in*
CHAPTER 6 DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR CAUSES
During the years that this Unit covers, there occurred several
depressions and their importance in the story of American Histoij'’
cannot be overlooked* In this Unit, however, we are not concerned
with them as their causes had very little to do with that phase of
American History we are now studying* You will study depressions
in Unit 4 and Unit 5*
CHAPTER 7 MY LIST OF T>\ENTY-FIVE INVENTIONS THAT HAVE HELPED AMERICA'S
FROQIESS
Continue your list of inventions which you started in Unit 1*
If you have forgotten the instructions turn back to Unit 1,
Chapter 7 and reread them*
CHAPTER 8 MY LIST OF OUR MAIN SOCIAL PBOBLEl/S AND MY IDEA AS TO THEIR
SOLUTION
In this unit you will find several social problems that are worthy
of your attention* Some of them have been solved but one, at
least, still remains to be solved. As you work on this Unit, try
to determine which have been solved and which still require solving.
You will find that class discussion will also help you to find them*
CHAPTER 9 SPECIAL REPORTS
1* Write an essay on as many men as you wish in Chapter 1 of this Unit.
Attenpt to write on men who have made definite contributions to
Ama’ica's progress* Be sure to bring out these contributions*
2* Contrast some of the men in Chapter 1 of this Unit with those in
Unit 1 or Unit 2. Determine which of the men you are writing about
made the greatest contributions to American History aid give your
reasons why*
3* Write an essay in which you compare the in^ortance of Clay and
Webster *
4* Write an essay in which you conqiare Grant and Lee*
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5* Write an editorial on one of the folloTing: The Missonri Con^jromise,
Nullification by South Carolina, Exposition and Protest, The CompromiaB
of 1850, The Kansas-Nebraska Act, Lincoln's Attitude on Slavery,
The Lincoln Plan, The Congressional Plan, Popular Sovereignty* You
may take any side that you msh in your editorial* Only a few titles
for editorials have been included* You may select any other that
you wish*
CHAPTIR 10 OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
1* Construct a poster that shows how England inpressed our sailors
before the War of 1812*
2* Draw a cartoon that shows how New England greeted the Embargo Act*
3* Draw a cartoon which brings out one of the reasons why we went to
war with England in 1812*
4. By the use of a graph, cartoon, or poster show the effects of the
troubles between Englarri and France on American commerce*
5# Make a poster illustrating the foundations of our strong democratic
government* Explain the poster to the class*
6* Webster and Calhoun held opposing views on State's Rights* Suppose
that you are Mrs* Calhoun and on the day that Webster answers
Senator H^ne you are sitting in the gallery of the United States
Senate* Later that day you are going to a dinner party of some
of your southern friends* What would you tell them about the
Senator's speech?
7* Imagine that you lived in Greenville, South Carolina during the years
1828 to 1833* After much thought you have come to the conclusion
that the United States must protect its industries* You are called
upon to address a meeting of plantation owners on some subject and
during the question and answer period you are asked for your opinion
on the tariff question* How would you justify the tariff to these
men?
8* Imagine that you, a successful business man in Philadelphia, had
a twin brother vtio was a plantation owner in Virginia* During the
heated argument over the tariff you decide to write him a letter and
in it you attempt to justify the Northem position on the tariff*
What would you write?
9* The story of Texas is an interesting one* "Old Rough and Ready" and
"Remember The Alamo" are phrases all of us remember* To make the
story more clear construct a time chart -which has its beginning in
1821 and end in 1845. At proper intervals on the chart and by the
use of illustrated figures put the important events connected with
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10, Texas was under many flags. Make a series of paintings showing the
\
flags. There were six in all - Spanish, French, Mexican, Texas
Republic, Confederate and United States,
11, Here is a project for several students to work on. Construct a
scrapbook in which you show the gains the United States made as a
result of the Ifexican War, It should contain a series of maps that
will show the boundary changes as a result of the war, the states
in whole or in part that have been made from the area gained, the
relative size of your state to the area gained, the products grown
and the resources found. Try to diow how the area benefits you even
though you do not live there. This can be done by a series of
pictures showing what the area has that you use. You can draw pictures
of irrigation projects that are used in the area. Think of other
things about the area and include them in your scrapbook,
12, Construct a chart in which you show how living in the North differed
from living in the South about the year 1850,
13, This is a problem in research and should interest a few of you. Go
to the library and find the number in the House of Representatives
and the Senate for the years 1790, 1800, 1810, 1820, 1850, 1840, and
1850, Find out how many in each branch of our Congress came from
the North and the South, Then constriict a chart using parallel
columns to show the division in both Houses, Be ready to tell the
class the years the South had mere members, the North had more
members and the years when it was a tie. This should be done for
each House. When you have finished your report answer this question -
Why was the South interested in keeping the Senate equal but had
little or no concern over the House of Representatives?
14, You are a reporter for a Chicago paper and have been assigned, the
task of reporting the Lincoln-Douglas Debates, How would you report
the Freeport Debate?
15, Draw cartoons illustrating the Dred Scott decision. One should show
how the North greeted it and another should show the Southern view-
point,
16, Construct a time graph in which you show the events that led up to
the Civil War,
17, Make a series of posters viiich show a conparison of the strength
of the North aad South at the outset of the War,
18, Imagine that you fought in the Civil War on the Northern side and were
wounded* While in the hospital, you had a chaace to see the work of
Clara Barton, Write a letter to your folks telling them of the
wonderful work she was doing among the wounded.
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19* Draw a cartoon showing how the South felt about the blockade. !'
'I
20. Draw a cartoon showing the battle between the Merrimac and the Monitor
|
21. Write a letter to a Northern friend in ihich you defend the actions !'
of the South following the war.
j
22. This activity should be completed by a group of students. Construct
a Lincoln Scrapbook. In it include drawings aid pictures of his
early life, a drawing of the Lincoln Memorial, extracts from his
writings aid speeches, stories about the different phases of his
life and any other items you wish to add.
25* Using No. 22 as a guide, construct a scrapbook on Robert E. Lee.
24. Draw a cartoon illustrating the problems of the negro after he
obtained his freedom.
25. Draw a cartoon illustrating how the South felt about the Carpetbaggers,
26. You are a feature story writer for a Boston paper and have been
assigned to do a series of stories on the reconstruction of the
South. You decide as your first story to write about SherEian's
march to the sea and so you travel over the route Sheman took.
Write your stoiy and include in it such things as eye witness
reports, the niins you see and That the people are doing to clean
up the damage done by the Northern Army.
27. Much of the ill will between the North and the South began during
the administration of Andrew Jackson. The North favored Nationalism
and the South Sectionalism. List all of the things that happened
during Jackson's administration that showed growth of Nationalism
and those that showed growth of Sectionalism.
28.
Contrary to belief the majcrity of farms in the South were not of the
plantation type but the romantic appeal of the latter cannot be
denied, and tiien many of them were destroyed during the Civil War
the loss was difficult to determine. Draw a picture of a typical
plantation during the 1850' s in which you show the plantation house,
the slave quarters, the slaves working in the fields and the cotton
gin in action. In another picture show the same plantation ruined
as a result of the war.
29. Construct a wall chart suitable to hand over the blackboards on one
side of the room. On the chart paint or draw pictures showing the
work done on a typical plantation. The first picture should show
the slaves planting the cotton and the last scene should show the
large bales of cotton being loaded on ships.
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Imagine that you are attending school in the South either just before
the War began or just after it finished. You joined a Pen-Pal club
and are corresponding -with a girl or boy in England. Write a letter
telling of conditions in your homeland.
Hold a panel discussion on one of the following topics; Slavery is
not inhuman. The war could have been prevented, Slavery was not
profitable. The South would have done away with slavery if given the
chance, or Agriculture is more important to a country than Industry.
32. M^e a con^jarison of the North and South as to the way the people
lived, area, methods of earning a living, population, wealth,
transportation facilities and nunber of states in 1830 aid in 1860.
33 • From 1861 to 1865 there were two men Presidents in the area now
called the United States. Make a conparison of these men using the
following: date of birth, education, positions held in public life,
attitude toward slavery, attitude toward the union, and place in
history.
34* This is a project for the entire class. Divide the class into
committees and have each committee look up one of the battles of the
Civil War and report on it before the class*
35* Construct a Who^s ’ilTho of men and women connected with the Civil War.
One list should include those people who aided the North ^ile the
other should include people who helped the South. Write a brief
statement about each.
56* Using your ov»i ideas how would you answer this question. Suppose
Lincoln had not been killed?
37. By consulting Encyclopedias and other appropriate books write a
paper on the history of slavery.
33* Write an editorial ei titled, ”The Union Must Be Preserved.”
39. Write and deliver a speech that can be applied today on the subject
'•Government of the People, by the People, for the People Shall Not
Perish from the Earth.”'
40. Learn and recite to the class The Gettysburg Address*
41. Get together a quartet and sing to the class one or all of the
following songs that were popular during the Civil War: "Dixie,”
Tenting Tonight,” "Just Before the Battle Mother,” "Maryland,
Maryland,” "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, The Boys are Marching,” "While We
Were Marching through Georgia.”
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42 • You have been assigned to cover the siirrender of Lee by your newspaper
J
Write the story*
43* You are a newspaper man and are present the night Lincoln was shot
at Ford Theater* Write the story*
44* Imagine yourself a Southern boy or girl* Write in your diary your
experiences and your impressions of the Northern army*
45* Write sasws items for a Boston paper before and after the battle of
Gettysburg*
46* Make cartoons to represent Division aid Reunion*
47* Continue Optional Activity No* 23 in Unit 2.
CHAPTER 11 MY JOURNEY IN B0C2CS
SUSANIU AND TRISTRAM by Marjorie H* Allee
The story of how a Quaker girl assists in the work of the underground
railroad*
TEXAN SCOUTS; A STORY OF THE ALAMO AND GOLIAD by J. A. Altsheler
Crockett, Bowie and Santa Anna play exciting roles in the story of
the independence of Texas*
THE PERFECT TRIBUTE by Mary R. Andrews
The story of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address*
MARCHING ON by James Boyd
This book tells of the exciting adventures of a Southern soldier
during the Civil War*
ABRAHAM LINCOLN by James H* Daugherty
Here you can find in addition to an interesting story about Lincoln,
many of his letters and speeches*
STONEliTALL by Julia Davis
The exciting stoiy of one of the South's greatest generals.
LIFE OF ROBERT E« LEE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS by J* G* and M* T* Hamilton
Another great story of a great man, a man whom all Americans respect*
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LUCINDA; A LITTLE GIRL QF 1860 by ifiabel L, Hunt
The story of a Quaker girl during the Civil War.
SIX FEET SIX by Bessie Uaraes
A biography of Sam Houston who did so much in Texas’ battle for
indepaidence
•
HENRY CLAY by Barbara Mayo
A biography of a great American and one who was one of its leaders
for over 40 years*
GRAY KNIGHT by Belle Moses
The biography of the greatest of all soutiern soldiers, General
Robert E* Lee*
THE BOY’S LIFE QF ULYSSES S. GRANT by Helen Nicolay
Here you will find the exciting adventures of the man -i^o led the
Northern army during the Civil War*
THE LITTLE GIANT: THE STORY OF STEPHEN A DOUGLAS by J* G. Nolan
An interesting book that shows the rivalry and friendships of two
outstanding American leaders - Douglas and Lincoln.
THE STaiY QF CLARA BARTON OF THE RED CROSS by J. C* Nolan
The life of the founier of the Red Cross and of her valuable work
during the Civil War.
CLARA BARTON by Mildred M. Pace
The story of a woman who served in the Civil War as a nurse and
later founded the Anerican Red Cross.
TY/Q LITTLE CONFEDERATES by Thomas N* Page
The story of two boys on a Virginia Plantation during the war,
DAVY CROCKETT by Constance M* Rourke
The hero of the Alamo aid a great Texan hero makes a very exciting
story.
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1ABE LINCOLN GROWS UP by Carl Sandburg
A delightful stoiy of Lincoln's youth*
'^VHITE GOLD by Victor Schoffelmayer
An excellent account of the South and its cotton*
SWCRDS OF STEEL; THE STORY OF A GETTYSBURG BOY by Elsie Singmaster
The story of John Deane during the Civil War*
RAILROAD TO FREEDOM; A STCRY OF THE CIVIL WAR by H. H* Swift
The story of a girl who escapes from slavery and then helps over
300 of her people to find freedom by way of the underground railroad*
UP FROM SLAVERY by Booirer T* Washington
An excellent story of a negro boy's struggle after he had obtained
his freedom*
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EARLY EXPANSION AND CONQUEST 1787 - 1853




















































CHAPTER 3 AMERICA’S PROGRESS THROUGH TREATIES
1. In acquiring land the United States has signed a number of treaties
with several different countries. The treaties are such that they do
not have to be told in detail but certain facts are necessary. It is
suggested that you do the work for this Chspter in the form of a
chart of parallel oo lumas. The first column should contain the area
acquiredj the second, the coimtry we acquired it fromiihe third, the
yearj tl:® fourth, the nethod of acquitionj aid the last, any interesting
remarks. You should confine the land acquired to the United States
proper. Another Unit will deal with land acquired outside the United
States,
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As you read the various books dealing ?dth this unit, you will find
that nearly every book devotes quite a bit of space to the Indians*
You will recall from earlier units that the Indian lived on the
Atlantic Sea Coast i^ien the settlers of Jamestown aid Plymouth
arrived and perhaps you have wondered if in every case the Indian
was deprived of his land through force. . In many cases this was the
chief method of settling the Indian problem. There are, however,
many instances of more humane aid more intelligent solutions. In
Unit 1 you will recall William Penn’ s solution to the Indian problem
and you caa find, if you look, many similar instances in dealing with
the Indians west of the Appalachian Mountains.
2* Go to the public library and request the librarian to show you books
that deal with the Indian problem in America. In all probability
you will find by running throu^ the index, material that tells of
the treaties between the White Men and the Indians. If the library
has the source book entitled National Documents you will fi.nd such
a treaty in its entirety. Read it and report your findings to the
class. It is interesting to read and interesting to tell about.
CHAPTER 4 AMERICA'S PROGRESS SHOWN THROUGH MAPS AND CHARTS
I Part A Maps
1. EARLY WESTWARD EXPANSION 1789 - 1824
a) Locate the original boundary of the United States as of 1783.
b) Color the area purchased from France known as the Louisiana
Purchase.
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v^STWARD TO TIE PACIFIC
a) Locate and draw on a map of the United States the following
trails;
a Oregon Trail e Spanish Trail
b Mormon Trail f Southern Route
c Pony Express g Califcrnia Cut-off
d Santa Fe Trail h California Trail
i Gila Trail
b) Locate the following Forts and Towns ••
a Astoria j Council Bluffs s Los Angeles
b Portlaad k Ft, Leavenworth t Salt Lake City
c Ft. Walla Walla 1 St, Louis u San Diego
d Ft. Hall m Ft, Dodge V Monterey
e Ft. Bridger n Bent’s Fort w San Francisco
f Ft. Laramie 0 Santa Fe X Sacrament o(Sutter ’ s Fort)
g Ft. Kearney p Las Vegas y Carson City
h Independence q El Paso z South Pass
i Omaha r Ft, Yuma











3. THE CANAL ERA
a) On a m^ of the eastern section
and name the following caials;
a Erie
b Delaware 8c Raritan
c Middlesex
d Chesapeake and Ohio
of the United States locate
e Pennsylvania
f Ohio and Erie
g Miami and Erie
h Wabash and Erie














a) On a map of the western section of the United States locate the
following Indian Tribes. One excellent reference book is "THE
RISE OF OUR FREE NATION” by McGuire and Portwood.
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b) Shade in the principal Indian Reservations in the West today,
5. STATEHOOD IN TIE WEST
a) Show the territorial divisions of land west of the Mississippi
River as of 1855, Shade in the area purchased from France in
1803,
b) Indicate when each state west of the Mississippi River entered
the Union, Beneath the name of each state draw a blue line to
indicate those states that entered the Union before the Civil
War, a red line to indicate those states that entered the Union
from 1861 to 1900, and a green line to indicate those states
that entered the Union after 1900, Tabulate in one comer of
your map the number in each division, '
c) Locate and name the state capitol for each state,
II Part B Charts
1, Using a Geography Book as a reference find the number of square
miles in the United States and place the figure in a column. Next
to this column list the number of square miles each territory we
added contained. Which is the largest? Which is the smallest?
2, Using the Census Reports, list the increase in population for each
state west of the J^ssissippi River by ten year periods starting
with the Census of 1850, Which State has had the fastest growth?
What do you think caused this? Do you think that any of the Western
states will ever approach the population of New York? Why do you
think so many people migrated to California, Oregon and Washington
following World War II?
CHAPTER 5 PRESIDENTS IN REVIEW
Continue your chart on the Presidents ^ich you started in Unit 2,
Add; to it the events which happened in this Unit under the
appropriate Presidents, The vast majority of the events will be
placed in tte column, ”We grow through Democracy”, vriiile the
remaining ones will be placed in the column ”0ur Expansion and
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CHAPTER 6 DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR CAUSES
Dioring the period that this Unit covers, tie re occurred two major
depressions; one in 1819 and the other in 1837* These depressions
were caused in part by our e:qDansion* As you work on this Unit,
jot down all the causes of these depressions vhich you believe were
caused in one way or anothsr as a result of our expansion activities.
Save these notes as you will use them in Unit 5 for in that Unit
Depressions occupy a major position.
The main objective for beginning tie study here is to show you that
many things caise a depression. Each cause taken alone is not enough
but when all the items are put together you have the formation of one.
It is your task here to find all the items connected with our expan-
sion and conquest that helped lead to a depression,
CHAfTER 7 MI LIST OF ITjENTY-FIVE BU/EKTIONS THAT HATE HELPED Afi/ERICA*S
PROGRESS
Continue your list of inventions Thich you started in Unit 1, In
this Unit you should find many inventions that have aided America
in its progress,
CHAPTER 8 MI LIST OF OUR MAIN SOCIAL PROBLEIiS AND MI IDEA AS TO THEJR
SOLUTION
In this Unit you should find several social problems that have been
caused by our expansion and conquest. Most of them have been solved
but there are those that still must be solved. As you work on this
Unit try to detemine itiich have been solved and ihich still require
solvipg , lou will find that class fiscussion will also help you to
find them,
llake a list of all problems you find. Find out as much as you can
about each one of them and then try to give your ideas as to the best
solutions. Class discussions will help you here,
CHAPTER 9 SPECIAL REPORTS
1, Write an essay on as many men as you wish in Chapter 1 of this Unit,
Attenq^t to write on men #10 have made definite contributions to
America's progress. Be sure to bring out these contributions,
2, Contrast some of the men in Chester I of this Unit "vd-th those in the
other units. Determine which of the men you are writing aboiit made
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5* Look up and report to the class in as great a detail as possible the
jj
history of one of the Indian tribes west of ths Mississippi River. '
One tribe on ?diich there is a great deal of material is the Navajo.
i
I
4, Write an essay on the in^jortance of the West to the growth of the |
United States,
5, Write an essay on the products obtained from the land purchased from
France in 1803
,
6, Write an essay on how slavery, as much a social problem as it was an
economic one, became one of our major problans in the first half of
the nineteenth centuiy as a result of our expansion.
CHAPTER 10 OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
1, We have all seen pictures of Indian Medicine men dancing around a sick
Indian and many of us -wonder why they wear the -vreird costumes that
they do. The story vould be an interesting one. Go to the library
and ask the librarian to show you some books that will tell you about
the Medicine Men and report your findings to the class,
2, Many of you are Boy Scouts. In your handbooks there are pictures of
fire building by the use of two sticks, the method of fire building
used by the Indians. Look up these pictures and explain how the
Indians started their fires. You can demonstrate it if you wish.
5. Go to the library and report on the subject "The Sports of the
American Indians," Report your findings to the class.
4. Make colored sketches which illustrate Indian art. Some of you may
have -the hobby of makirg articles out of leather. You may be surprised
to know that the methods you use -bo make articles is very similar to
those used by the Indians* Bring some of your work to school and
show it to the class.
5. Construct a model of a covered wagon* Two students can work on this
project. One can construct a covered wagon such as was used on the
Oregon trail -jdiile another can build a Conestoga Wagon.
6. Make a poster entitled "California or Bust".
7. Here is an activity -bo test your knowledge of pieces. See how many
of them you can answer?
a) Was Fort Walla Walla located on the Oregon Trail in the same place
that Walla Walla, Washington is tod^?
b) Could you go in-to the West today and visit Dodge City, and Fort Dodgs!
c) 7/hat is the name of the- community where Sutter's Mill was located?
d) Locate Laramie, Wyoming, Is it located on the same site as was
Fort Laramie?
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8« Construct a poster advertising for Pony Express Riders,
9. M^e a booklet composed of pictures, drairings and written material
on a Western Fort. In one of your drawings try to picture an Indian
attack on the Fcrt*
10* Secure a road map of the United States from a local gasoline station.
Compare the nunber of roads that lead to the Pacific Coast with your
map of Westward Trails. Also compare it with the maps of Air Routes
and Railroad lines that can be found in almost all of your textbooks,
'ATiat oon^jarisons can you make?
11. Draw a cartoon in inhich you contrast the man of the East with the man
of the West.
12. Construct a poster in -^iiich you show the growth of American democracy
in the West.
13. Make a drawing of a frontier home,
14. Make a drawing of how land was surveyed under the Northwest Ordinance.
Show how Townships were laid out. Color one area to represent the
land devoted to a school.
15. Show by the use of an outline how an area of western land became a
territory and later a state,
16. Make a drawing of a Sod Hut,
17. By the use of a series of pictures i^iiich can extend the entire width
of the room, show the Oregon Trail. A geography book will help you
to determine where the mountains. Great Plains and foothills are. Be
sure to include in your pictures the Forts and Indian tribes along
the trail.
18. List all the items you can think of to show the influence of the West
on our social, economic and political history.
19. Make a poster entitled ”Go West loung Man”,
20. Draw a cartoon of the hardships the people faced while moving west,
21. Write an editorial on the subject ”The New Frontier”,
22. In chart form compare the first Westward Movement with the advance
after the Civil War.
25. Imagine you were chairman of a Senate Committee sent out to investigate
the need of buying a strip of land known as the Gadsden Purchase.
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24* Make a series of diary recordings of your meetings "with the French
on the purchase of Louisiana,
25* 7(rite a letter to your father in Boston of a trip along the Oregon
Trail as you moved your family into the "West,
26, Imagine that you are a Pony Express rider and have come home to St,
Louis for a month's vacation. You are asked to speak before a Church
group, ^Vhat would you tell them?
27, Report to the class on the importance of the Mormons to Westward
expansion,
28, Imagine that you are an Indian Chief and a meeting has been arranged
between the ’.^ite men and menbers of your tribe. You are the chief
spokesman, Miat would you tell the '^ite men in an attempt to make
them stop taking your land?
29, Report to the class on the Indian battle in which General Custer lost
his life,
30, Yfrite a letter home to your folks in Philadelphia on what life was
like in San Francisco in 1850,
31, Continue Optional Activity No, 47 in Unit 3,
CHAPTER 11 MY JOURNEY IN BOOKS
A HOUSE OF HER 0'^ by Marjorie H, Allee
Here you will find what pioneer life was like in early Indiana,
PECOS BILL by J, C, Bowman
A collection of adventure tales about cowboys, Indians and cattle
round-ups,
CADDIE ViTOODLAWN by C, R, Brink
The story of two brothers aid their sister on the Wisconsin frontier,
CHILDREtJ OF TIE CCf/ERED WAGON by Mary J, Carr
This book is based on the actual experience of settlers who traveled
from Missouri to Oregon,
THE ADVENTURES OF BUFFALO BILL by William F, Cody
An account by the author of his life.
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DANIEL BQQNE by Janes Daugherty
The story of a great American pioneer i4io helped bla^e the first of
our 7ifestward trails*
NO OTHER '^^HITE MSN by Julia Davis
This is a story of the Lerds and Clark expedition*
BUTTERFLY SHAWL; A STORY OF SPANISH CALIFORNIA by Kenneth R. Goodridge
California range life in the ISOO' s makes an exciting adventure story*
THE PONY EXPRESS GOES THROUGH; AN AFRICAN SAGA TOLD BY ITS HEROES by
Howard R* Griggs
The title of this book needs no explanation*
DROmS EAST by Pitt L* Fitzgerald
The story of cowboys driving cattle from Ohio to Baltimore*
MOCCASIN TRAIL by Reed Fulton
The adventures of a boy yho followed the trail taken by Kit Carson*
CUSTER, FIGHTER OF THE PLAINS by Shannon Garst
This is the life story of a great Indian fighter*
ROLLING WHEELS by Katherine Grey
By covered wagon from Indiana to California in the Gold Rush days is
the plot of this story*
THESE UNITED STATES AND HO^J THEY CAME TO BE by Gertrude Hartman
You will find several chapters in this book that tell vividly of the
population moving westward*
^jyfflELS TOTOD THE lEST by Hildegarde Hawthorne
The exciting story of Kit Carson and the Wagon Trail to Santa Fe,
TREE IN THE TRAIL by H. C* Rolling
Interesting events on the Santa Fe Trail are found in this book*
HQ FOR CALIFORNIA by Enid Johnson and Anne M* Peck
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A-GQING TO THE WESTWARD by Lois Lenski
79
A family from Connecticut moves to Ohio around 1811#
JOURNEY CAKE by I. M. McKeekin
The adventure of six children on the Wilderness Trail in the 1790’ s,
31 WAGON AND FIATBOAT by Enid L, Meadowcraft
The adventure of a faaily vho goes to Ohio using a Conestoga Wagon
and a flatboat*
PRAIRIE ANCHORAGE by Marjorie Medary
The story of the Jamesons who traveled by train and steamer from their
home in Nova Scotia to the West*
OX-TERM DAYS ON THE OREGON TRAIL by Ezra Meeker
The story of the author's trip over the famous trail*
SWIFT RIVERS by Cornelia L* Meigs
A well written book of a logging trip down the Mississippi*
YOUNG N0RTH?/EST by R. G. Montgomery
Here are stories of Lewis and Clark, missionaries and Indians
interestingly told*
CHEROKEE TRAILS by G. W* Odgen
Adventurous frontier life and pioneer d^s in Kansas*
OLD SPAIN IN OUR SQUTH'A'EST BY Nina Otero
This book wLll tell you about the Spanish customs that are still
found in our Southwest*
LONG IrlUiARF; A STORY OF YOUNG SAN FRANCISCO by Howard Pease
A thrilling story of San Francisco during the d^s of the gold rush*
WAR PAINT AND POYmER-HQRN by Vernon Quinn
An exciting story of the Santa Fe Trail*
GOLD SEEKERS OF '49 by E* S. Sabin
Here will be fcund the story of the rush to the gold field*
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THE BOY’S LIFE OF KIT CARSON by Flora W. Seymour
The title explains the book*
THE BECXQITIKG RQaD by Caroline D* Snedeker
The story of a journey from Nantucket to Indiana via Pittsburg in
the early 1800* s,
THOSE TO DARED by G. H. Willis ard L. S. Saunders
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INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL EXPANSION





Armour, P. D. Kay, John
Bell, Alexander G* Kelley, Oliver H.
Biddle, Nicholas Kelly, William
Blaine, James G« LaFollfitte, Robert
Boone, Daniel Lilienthal, Otto
Bryan, William Jennirigs Lindbergh, Charles A,
Byrd, Richard E* Lewis, John L.
Carnegie, Andrew Lowell, Francis
Cartwright, Edmund Marconi
Clay, Henry McAdoo, William G*
Clinton, DeWitt McCormick, Cyrus
Cooke, Jay McK^, Daniel
Cooper, Peter Morgan, J, P,
Coxey, Jacob S. Morse, Samuel F, B.
Daimler, Gottlieb Murray, Philip
Debs, Eugene V, Newbold, Charles
DeForest, Lee Parker, Alton B*
Drake, E. L. Perkins, Francis
Duryea, Charles Pullman, George
Earhart, Amelia Rockefeller, John D*
Edison, Thomas Roosevelt, Franklin D
Field, Cyrus W. Roosevelt, Nicholas
Fisk, Jim Roosevelt, Theodore
Fitch, John Schwab, Charles M«
Ford, Henry Sholes, C. L*
Frick, Henry Clay Slater, Samue 1
Fulton, Robert Stanford, Leland
Gallatin, Albert Swift, G. F#
Gompers, Samuel Vanderbilt, Cornelius
Goodyear, Charles Wallace, Henry
Gould, J^ Watt, Janes
Green, William Weaver, James B*
Hargraves, James Westinghouse, George
Harriman, E. H* Whitney, Eli
Hill, Janes J» Wilson, Woodrow
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Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Bank Holiday































































Emergency Trai ^ortation Act
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National Association of Manufacturers
National Banking Act

















































Run on the banks
”Savanah, The”
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Sherman Anti Trust Act










































Wagner Labor Relations Act
”Walk in the Water”
Walker Tarif f
’’Watchful waiting”







CHAPTER 3 AMERICA’S PROGRESS THROUGH TREATIES
Treaties are generally thought of as agreements between two countries;
the issues of nhich are either boundary disputes, settlements after
a war or the exchange of land. They can, however, take tie form of
economic settlements. They are often called trade agreements or
tariffs. In the case of tariffs, unless they be of the reciprocal
type (a word you found in Chapter 2) no compromise between countries
are made. The government of one country passes the tariff law and if
all the other countries wish to trade, with the country T\feich passed
the law, they must meet the terms of the tariff.
During the course of our history, we have passed many tariffs. Some
of them have been very inportant either as a cause for war or for
economic collapse not only in our country but in many others. Not
everything about them is bad. In our early history tariffs were the
main means of putting American industry on its feet and to build it
sufficiently strong to make the United States the greatest industrial
nation in the vrorld. The tariff today is still protecting our
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XBl':i8x;tinl ieeifto'n aid eeiciE lieilcr’d ertx e><8«i oi 5ooiic -v^XinolclV ca
•uio v.fTj:ioeio«iq XXlia el 'w-Jboi IIItlcI anT .faXioe orti /li xiolifto
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from these industries from the goods of other countries whose standard
of living is much lower than ours.
To gsin a clearer picture of how tariffs work and the results of them
complete the following exercises:
1, Briefly tell the story of the Tariffs of 1816, 1824, 1828, 1832
and 1833 by answering the following questions;
a)lfhat type of products did they cover?
b)^i^hich ones lifted rates and which ones lowered them?
c)'.Vhy was the South in favor of the Tariff of 1816 but against
the ones that followed?
d)What were the positions of the West and East on these tariffs
and why?
e)Why WES the Compromise Tariff of 1855 of a political as well
as of an economic nature?
2, Following are a list of Tariffs, Answer the questions under them,
Morrill Tariff Payne Aldrich Tariff
McKinly Tariff Underwood Tariff
Wilson-German Tariff Fcrdney-McCumber Tariff
Dingley Tariff Hawley-Smoot Tariff
a)Vdio vras President and to -which party did he belong when each
was passed?
b)"Jhat tariffs lifted rates and -vhich ones lo-wered them?
c)Give arguments for and against a high tariff,
d)V/hab will be the effects on European imports -with a high tariff?
a low one?
e)Do tariffs have anything to do wxth the establishment of a
favorable balance of trade?
f)Had you been a member of Congress when each of the above tariffs
were passed, how would you have -voted and why?
3, Still another type of tariff is the reciprocal trade agreement,
¥e have had many of these,* especially during the administra-ti on
of Franklin D, Roosevelt, Agreements with Cuba, Canada, Brazil,
the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden and France are but a few. Look
up several of them and briefly -write what they accomplished,
CHAPTER 4 AMERICA’S PROGRESS SHCWN THROUGH MAPS ANL CHARTS
I Part A Maps
1, On a series of maps of the United States show -Uie following:
a) Oil Fields
b) Anthracite, Bituminous, Lignite and Iron mines
c) Lumber, Copper, Silver, Lead, Gold, Tin and Zinc mines
d) The major -water po-wer sites.
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2, On a series of maps show the following:
||
a) Important main line railroads I
b) The most important U. S. highways that cross the country and
'
their route numbers. il
c) The most important U. S. airways that cross the country.
3. THE i^EST OF THE 1870'
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b) Place the following railroads. Show in one color the first







Denver and Rio Grande
Southern Pacific
4.
THE INDUSTRIAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES
a) On a map of the United States place the principal industrial
cities of the country. Beneath each city list not more than
three industries that are found there. If you wish you can
make figures to represent the various industries.
5.
TRANSPORTATION ON THE GREAT LAKES
a) On a map Thich shows the Great Laices and the areas around them
show the various types of traffic that is moved on the lakes.
You can show in the areas next to the Lakes where the different
items come from.




a) On a map of the world shew the important canals. In that ways
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b) By the use of lines show the trade lanes that American commerce
moves over. The width of the line should indicate the amount
of traffic. To get tiie amount of traffic consult the “Viforld
Almanac”
,
II Part B Charts
1, Graph the population increase of the United States from 1650 to
1900 and beneath your chart write the answers to the following
questions:
a) How did this population increase effect the opportunities of
the American manufacturer in selling his goods in his own
country? outside of his country?
b) Why was more business done during the latter period than in the
earlier period?
There are many graphs and charts representing the industrial
growth of our country that can be found in the books you read
for this Unit, Maiy of them you may wish to duplicate or make
into a graph or chart of your own design. Since there are so
many no attempt will be made to give you suggestions here,
ViJhen you see a chart or graph that you like and \'\hich will fit
into the work you are doing, use it,
CHiiPTER 5 PRESIDENTS IK REVIEW
Continue your chart on the Presidents which you started in Unit 2 by
adding to it the following presidents: Garfield, Arthur, Cleveland,
Harrison, Cleveland, McKinley, Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson, Harding,
Coolidge, Hoover, Roosevelt and Truman,
You should add at this time only those events this Unit is concerned
with. In other Units the remainitig events that occurred while the
men were presidents will be filled in,
CHAPTER 6 DEPRESSIONS AND THEIR CAUSES
Beginning with the following years there occurred in the United States
major depressions:
1819 1857 189S 1921
1837 1875 1907 1929
After reading about each depression, answer the following questions:
a) What were the causes of each? Underline the major causes,
b) How much of the United States did they effect? How much of the
World?
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c) Approximately how long did each one last? Can you draw any
|
conclusions about the length of each and the date?
,j
d) How do you think depressions can be prevented? i




f) Study the chart on page 491 in Faulkner and Kepner's AMERICA* ji
What conclusions can you draw from it?
I
g) What is meant by the business cycle? Explain how it ifrorks. Must
j
it always wcrk that way?
CHAPTER 7 MY LIST OF T/sEITTY-FIVE INVENTIONS THAT HAVE HELPED AMERICA’S
|
PROGRESS
Continue your list of inventions -which you started in Unit 1* If
you have forgotten the instructions, turn back to Unit 1, Chapter
7 and reread them.
In this Unit you should find many inventions that have aided America
in its progress,
CHAPTER 8 MY LIST OF OUR MADJ SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND MY IDEA AS TO THEIR
SOLUTION
In this Unit you should find many social problems that have been caused
by our industrial and agricultural expansion. Some of them have been
solved but many still remain to be solved. As you work on this Unit
try to determine which have been solved and which still require solving,
You -will find that class discussion will also help you to find them.
Make a list of all problems you find. Find out as much as you can
about each one of them and then try to give yo\ir ideas as to the best
solutions. Class discussions will help you here,
CHAPTER 9 SPECIAL PJ^CRTS
1, Write an essay on as many men as you wish in Chapter 1 of this Unit,
Attempt to -write on men iidio have made definite contributions to America^
progress. Be sure to bring out these contributions,
2, Contrast some of the men in Chapter 1 of this Unit with those in the
other Units, Determine -wdiich of -the men you are -writing about made
the greatest contributions to American His-tory and give your reasons
-vrtiy,
5, Write an essay on the importance of industry to the growth of America,
4, ^\tite an essay on the ia^ortance of agriculture to the gro-wth of
America,
5, Write an essay on the inqjortance of immi^ation to the industrial and
agricultural growth of America,
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6* Briefly tell of the industrial progress in colonial America,
Your report should include -
a) Types and sections found
b) Machines and their inventors
c) Relative importance as ccmpared to the agricultural and maritime
fields.
d) V/here work was done ie. home or factory.
7, Coc^are a factory of today with one in the early 19th century along
the following lines:
a) Appearance and size.
b) Wages and hours
c) Comforts provided fcr the en^jloyees
d) The workers: appearance, education and attitude toward work.
e) Sickness and accident benefits,
f) Child labor
g) Labor unions
8, Write a report on the following tariff questions:
a) Why did the Tariff of 1816 fail to help manufacturing?
b) Why was the South against the Tariff of 1824, 1828 and 1852?
7»T:3y was the East in favor of it?
CHAPTER 10 OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
1, On a map of the United States place the following:
a) Location of the first cotton mill.
b) Location of the first factory where all the processes necessary
to change raw cotton into cloth were carried on,
c) Location of the iron industry sites before 1850,
d) Rivers in New England that supplied water power for manufacturing.
Along these rivers place the important textile cities,
e) Soft and hard coal deposits worked before 1850,
f) Routes of the first railroad and telegraph line,
2, Collect or draw pictures showing the different types of transportation
used by the settlers of the West and by people traveling along the
sea coast,
3, Make a diagram showing how a lock in the Erie Canal works,
4, Explain this sentence spoken in 1884, "Without the railroad it would
have required a century to settle the west in the manner that has
been done in five years under its powerful influence,"
5, Make a list of all the industries that have developed as a result of
the automobile,
6, Draw a series of charts showing the growth of transportation.
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7* Collect a series of pictures showing the improvements in the various
fields of transportation*
8* Write a report on one of the following: 1* The importance of the Erie
Canal to Buffalo, Albany and New York City*
9* Draw a diagram of a cotton gin showing how the machine works,
10* Many of us like to draw cartoons and many more would like to draw them
if they knew how* Study the cartoons in the textbootcs you use and go
to the library and look through Butterfield’s, The American Past to
get ideas. Then draw a cartoon on one or more of the following subjects:!
1, Destruction of the Second National Bank, 2* Deposits goipg into
the Pet Banks, 3, The growth of trusts* 4* Jefferson and the Embargo
Act* 5, Wilson and Watchful Waiting, 6* The peoples idea of the
"Clermont” before they saw it, 7, Roosevelt and the big stick, 8*
A man trying to blow out his first electric light, 9, What people
living in 1875 thought the world would be like in 1950, 10* What the
business man thought the Interstate Commerce Commission would do to
him. 11. Blaine and tte Credit Mobilier*
These are but ten subjects. As you complete this Unit you will think
of many more and perhaps ones that are much better. You are free to
draw cartoons about any subject that pertains to this topic,
|L1* Make a chart showing early colonial agriculture,
L2. Review in Unit 1 that part which deals with the causes of the Americai
Revolution and tell in not less than two paragraphs what effect the
various English laws had on colonial manufacturing *
LS* Contrast the small and large farmer in the South during the period
1850 to 1860,
L4* Write a report on colonial manufacturing* Include in your report
information regarding -
a) The effects of pre-revolutionary British laws on our manufacturing
and the attengjts that were made to get around them*
b) The Revolutionary War - an incentive for Maiufacturing progress*
L5« Explain the statement, ”lfater power was the foundation of New Englaad
Manufactxr ing *"
16* Using an Encyclopedia, prepa'e a written report on the Industrial
Revolution in England* Include such facts as:
a) What started it*
b) What industry did it start with*
c) Machines and their inventors that helped the movement gain speed,
d) Natiral resources that were used*
e) Position of the factory worker*
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17* Write a three page report on one of the follomng topics* Include
in your report such things as maps, cartoons, dra-wings and anything
else that to.11 make your report more interesting aid meaningful*
1* Agriculture* 2* Textiles* 3* Iron and Steel* 4* Machineiy* 5*
Construction* 6* Railroads* 7* Lumber* 8* Clothing* 9* Meat
Packiig * 10* Publishing* 11* Oil. 12. Automobiles* 13. Paper*
14. Electricity* 15* Coal* 16* Baking* 17* Telephone and Telegraph*
18* Tobacco* Shoes. 20* Rubber*
18* The United States fras an agricultural nation long before tre became
an industrial one* Even today many millions of our people gain their
living by tilling the soil* This activity vdll give you a chance to
find out where in tlB United States farming is carried on. On a map
of the United States do the following; 1* By the use of different
colors show the forest areas, the grassland areas and the desert
areas of the coimtry* 2* Show the distribution of rainfall in the
various sections of the country. 3. Consult a geography book and
show on your map where the different agricultural products are grown*
19* Make a series of pictures that will show how manufactured items made
in colonial days differ from the way they are made today,
20, With the landing of the men at Jamestown, international trade began
and after we had gained our independence from England our trade routes
stretched all over the wcrld. On a map of the world indicate the
trade lanes used by America arouiKi 1800* Locate the seaport towns*
Beneath your map aiswer these questions: Do you think we imported
more or e3q)orted mere in the earlj'- history of our country? Look up
in the *UiVcirld Almanac " to ilnd whether we export more or import more
today* Which is it? How far apart are the two figures?
21* It took power to run our factories in the early days as it does today*
Today, however, we use maiy more kinds of power than was used during
our early histcry* Make a chart or draw pictures to show the different
sources of power used before the Civil War and those vhich are being
used now* Tj'hy do you think Water Power is the best source?
22* Construct an illustrated chart which will show the iII^D^ovements that
were made in agricultural machinery before the Civil War*
23* Construct a chart in nhich you show the types of agricultural machinery
now used today that were not available to the farmers of 1850*
24* Until recent years the various sections of the United States have
looked upon the tariff as a blessing or as an evil* In 1828 such a
tariff was passed* By the use of pictures or a cartoon show why the
people of the North and South differed so violently over this tariff*
25* Draw a cajrtoon showing how the Southorn plantation owner greeted the
tariff of 1828* A good title would be ”It's an abomination.”
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26, Draw a cartoon ^ich shows a banker and a man unemployed talking about
the depression. of 1837*
27* On a wall chart about two feet high which can extend the whole width
of a room construct a series of pictures ^ich will show the develop-
ment of transportation. All forms of transportation should be
included. This would be a good activity for the entire class to
work out or if you wish a committee of at least six,
28, One of tbe reasons why America is perhaps the greatest nation on
earth today is because of its mineral resources and our peoples
ability to extract them from the earth and use them. On a map of the
United States make a series of illustrations showing where our various
mineral resources can be found. In some cases a TiiiolB area must be
colored or illustrated. Beside your map, list all the different ways
these resources are used today,
29, Construct a series of four grsphs to show the following: 1, The
amount of coal rained, 2, The amount of oil produced, 3, The amount
of iron produced and 4, The value of manufactir es. The graphs should
show the amounts at the end of each ten year period beginning with
1850, *>The Wcrld Almanac ** or Encyclopedias will furnish you with the
necessary figures,
30, This could be an entire class project. Construct a series of booklets
which will show the development of such industries as steel, railroad,
automobile, aviation, petroleum and meat packing. Your booklets
should include: 1, Men v^io helped to build the industries, 2, Charts,
3, M^s, 4, Pictures and 5, Dravrings and cartoons,
31, V«rite an essay in which you show how the United States Government has
aided the farmer or the manufacturer, or the people in transportation,
32, The people of the United States have often been called a nation of
organizers. By a series of pictures show how organizations have
helped to develop this country. Labor unions, corporations and
partnerships should be among your list,
33* Draw a cartoon inhich shows how the farmer felt about the railroads
in 1880*
34* By the use of pictures or drawings show the development of the small
factcry into the big businesses of today*
35, Construct a chart of tie Federal Reserve System and indicate on the
chart how the banking system functions,
36* Construct a booklet on our national forests. You can make it almost
all pictures if you wish. You should include m^s showing where the
forests are, the types of wood found in them, charts showing -sihat the
leaves and bark and shape of the different trees look like, methods
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of cutting down trees, methods of logging, wasteful cutting, replantingl
trees, the evils of a forest fire, uses of wood, maps showing our
national forests, qualifications to be a forest ranger, drawings of
lookout stations, methods of fighting fires, pictures showing a vrell
kept forest aid a poorly kept one and any other pictures, maps, or I
charts you wish to include*
37* By the use of an illustrated chart show the different measures taken
by the federal government in the attempt to end the depression of 1929*
38* Draw a series of pictures or posters showing the need for conservation,
irrigations and reclamation* You can also draw pictures or posters
showing vhat happens idien the above three are not done.
39* Make an illustrated map of TVA* Include such things as the area
controlled, the rivers, the dams, the usages TVA is put to and by
using the Census reports the growth of cities in the area of TVA*
40. Draw diagrams of some of our large power dams.
41. Construct a cardboard model of the se dams*
42. Construct a chart which shows the growth of our cities by ten year
periods from 1840 to the present. Census reports will give you the
necessary figures. Whcih cities have grown the fastest? ’.'/hy do you
thirJc this happened? What cities of a million population today were
mere towns in 1840 or did not even exist?
43. Make a series of pictures of manufactured items that are common to you
today that did not even exist when your father was your age, your
grandfather.
44* Construct a chart which shows the organization of a corporation. Who
owns a corporation? What is meant by stock? What does par value
mean?
45. Construct a chart in which you show the growth of labor unions. Make
parallel columns for the name of the union, its leaders and its aims*
Look up in the Worll Almanac to find how many people belong to labor
unions today. How many members does the A* F. of L. and the CIO
have?
46. Construct a chart Thich shows the gains that labor has made through
the years.
47. Draw a cartoon of a man trying to make up his mind as to whether he
should join a union or not.
48. In a series of charts show the work done by the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce, Interior, and Labor.
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49. Interview a union leader as to the aims that his union has* Report
your interview to the class*
50* Interview a manufacturer on the Topic, “Are Unions Fair”? Report
your interview to the class*
51* Visit a local factory and report what you saw to the class.
52* Write a series of advertisements for a local store. Show them to
the store owner and ask his opinion of them.
55. If there are any factories in yo\ir community look up their history*
In an oral report to the class tell how old the concern is, where
it gets its raw materials, where the goods are sold, the number
employed today and 25 years ago aid any other interesting items you
may think of.
»
54. Show by a series of lines or by clocks which represent time how
spanning the Atlantic has decreased in time since the days of Columbus.
55. Make a collection of pictures of modern methods of travel. Underneath
each picture you can state how fast each method is*
56* Henry Ford once said that he owed his wealth to no one but his own
hard work* Do you agree? What is meant by interdependence? Construct
a chart in wiiich you show how American industry is dependent upon the
rest of the world*
57* Continue Optional Activity No* 31 in Unit 4*
CHAPTER 11 MY JOURNEY IN BOOKS
RUNAWAY LINDA by Marjorie H* Allee
The story of a Quaker girl in the period when farm machinery was
being used for the first time*
PANDORA’S BOX by Marian E. Baer
The story of America’s fight fcr conservation*
MAN IS A VffiAVbR by Elizabeth C* Baity
The history of cloth ard clothing from earliest times to the present*
TAMING ABOUND THE EARTH by Francis E. Benz
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GO AND FIND ygHD by Aliena C. Best
A story of travel in the ISth Century lArhich centers around the CLIPPER
SHIP and the California Gold Rush.
LOCK HER THROUGH BY Aliena C. Best
This book tells of life during the canal era.
YfflISTIE ROIMD THE BMP by Aliena C. Best
A stoiy of the building of the early New England Railroads.
ANDRE'Yi CARIYEGI£«S OWN STORY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS by Anirew Carnegie
The life of the great steel king told by the man who made his life
great.
SECOND SHIFT by Phyllis Crawford
The story of a girl "wdio works in a War plant during World YTar II.
THE BDY'S BOOK OF FCREST RANGERS by Irving Crump
A highly interesting book of the story of the life of a Forest Ranger.
BEHIND THE SHOW 'CTNDOW by Jeanette Eaton
Here you can find out how many of the things you see in store windows
are made.
GIANTS OF THE RAILS by S. F. Farrington
In this book you mil find pictures of modern locomotives.
RESOURCES AND INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES by E. F. Fister
In this book you can learn all about our large industries. With each
industry you will read how it grew and became so important.
THE STORY OF RADIO by John J. Floherty
Here is a book all boys would like.
JOHNNY TREMAIN by Esther Fcrbes
The story of a boy who was an apprentice during the period of
Paul Revere.
FAMOUS AMERICAN FLIERS by C. C. Fraser
Stories of the great aviators will be found in this book.
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MEN AND TREES by Joseph Gaer i
j
Here you -will find the problems of forest conservation told in an |
interesting way*
BLUE TOLLCy/ by Doris Gates
The stcry of a girl who with her fanily migrates out of droughts
and dust storms.
THROUGH BY RAIL by Charles B. Hall
The story of American railroads following the Civil War is interesting]^
told in this book*
MACHINES AND THE MEN MQ MADE THE TOLD OF INDUSTRY by Gertrude Hartman
Through the pages of this book can be found the stories of how many
of the great inventions happened*
GLCRY OF THE SEAS by A. D* Hewes
An exciting story of clipper ship days.
AMTRICAN INVENTCRS by C* J. Inlaider
The story of Whitney, Robert Fulton, Cyrus McCormick, Elias Howe,
Samuel Morse, Alexander Graham Bell aid many others who invented
items we use today mdces interesting reading*
BOAT BUILDER by Clara I* Judson
The life of Robert Fulton you will find interestingly told here*
FCREST PATROL by James A* Kjelgaard
A very interesting book about the life of a f crest ranger*
FOOTLIGHTS AFIDAT by Rose B* Knox
The exciting story of life on a Mississippi show boat*
STORY OF A DAM by Gerandine LeMay
The building of Norris Dam of the TVA is told in the pages of this
book*
MARK OF SENECA BASIN by Hazel R* Longdale
The stoiy of tie Erie Canal told in a manner that will interest all*
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BOY WITH A PACK by Stephen Meader
The story of a boy -who sold merchandise from one New Hampshire town
to another* His adventures are varied and many*
YIHQ RIDES IK THE DARK by Stephen Meader
An exciting adventure story of life in the days of the stagecoach*
BOY»S LIFE OF EDISON by William H* Meadowcroft
Here is an excellent biography of a great inventor*
THE HIQMISE OF TQMCRRQW by Walter E. Meyer
A book that helps you to select occupations in industry. Very good
reading.
YvTZARD OF THE 'ATRES by Helen Nicolay
The life of Saa\iel F* B* Morse makes interesting reading*
BEND IN THE RIVER by Margaret T* Raymond
The stcry of a girl of today and her experiences in factory work*
AUTOMOBILES FROM START TO FINISH by Franklin M. Reck
In this book you will find the development of the modern automobile*
THE ROMANCE CF AMERICAN TRANSFCRTATIQN by Franklin M* Reck
The title of this book speaks for itself*
RUBBER'S GOODYEAR by Adolph V* Regli
The life story of Charles Goodyear and of his quest for his great
invention mdces interesting reading*
MCEGAN'S FOURTH SON by M* I* Ross
The story of a man t*io talked down farming until suddenly he found
himself running one* The 4-H movement is also told here,
ALL SAILS SET by Armstrong Sperry
The tale of the famous clipper ship, "Flying Cloud" and of her
builder, Donald McKay will be found in this book*
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LITTLE BLACKNOSE by Hildegarde H* Swift
The story of one of our early locomotives -’’The DeWitt Clintort'will
be of great interest to boys*
LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI by Mark Twain
The humorous story of the author learning to be a river boat Captain
TlfYQ ON A TOW by Macaonald Zillah
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